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Father speaks at the welcoming banquet with Mother and Hyo }in Nim on either side.

Father in Japan...Again
gathered just for a moment's glimpse of
the True Family.

Among those meeting True Parents
were some key leaders of Japanese so-
ciety. As always, Father's message was
one of true love: about the purpose of
the creation of mankind, about love be-
tween husband and wife and the mean-
ing of family life as the foundation for
the Kingdom of Heaven including
change of blood lineage.

As Father taught the restoration of
the human fall in the Old Testament,
one national-level civic leader voiced
concern that he was not familiar with
the Bible. Rev. Moon asked that this
gentleman simply listen until the end.
The result was a powerful experience,
and "quite a happy" face on the man
later in the day. Other leaders, who
were church members already, simply
broke down in tears, without words,
upon greeting True Parents.

The heart of Japan tearfully rejoiced
to see True Family together in their
land ...again.

On March 26, Father entered Ja-
pan for the first time in four-
teen years. With him were

Mother, and their eldest son Hyo [in
Nim. The three received an overwhelm-
ing welcome in Tokyo.

This arrival and the following week-
long stay was covered by TBS national
television network. One day before the
arrival TBSbroadcast footage from the
meeting between Rev. Moon and North
Korea's Premier Kim nSung and an-
nounced, "Rev. Moon's entry was ap-
proved by the Department of Justice."
On March 26 TBS also broadcast live
their arrival at Narita International Air-
port.

Father attended a welcome banquet
in Tokyo where he was greeted by seven-
ty major leaders of the Japanese Church
and spoke about developing one's true
personality. The banquet started with a
prayer by former church president, Dr.
Osami Kuboki. After the meal President
Takeru Kamiyama stood and said, "I
feel to my bones how all brothers and
sisters in Japan have longed for this day.
Father once said, 'When the realm of ob-
ject becomes an absolute minus before

an absolute plus, then heavenly fortune
will protect it.' I truly want to be among
those who can inherit the heavenly for-
tune and be protected by it."

Afterwards Father pointed out that,
"The most important thing in a religious
life is how we liberate ourselves. From
what must we be liberated? From the re-
ality that we have our roots in the fall
and that this root is clinging deeply to
ourselves."

Besides Mother and Hyo Jin Nim, Fa-
ther's party included Rev. Chung Hwan
Kwak, president of the Unification Foun-
dation in Korea, Rev. Sung Pyo Hong,
president of the Unification Church in
Korea, Rev. Won Pil Kim, president of
the Unification Church in Europe, Rev.
Zin Moon Kim, national advisor of the
Unification Church in America, and a
number of other church elders.

The party traveled from Tokyo to
Osaka and Nagoya. In each city Father
spoke to large groups of church mem-
bers, but there are still government re-
strictions on large meetings. The bullet
train in which the party traveled between
Tokyo and Osaka stopped briefly at the
Kyoto station. A crowd of thousands

TransLated by Go Ezaki from combined dis-
patches and edited for Todays World.
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BY REVEREND SUN MYUNG MOON
MARCH I, 1992, BEL VEDERE, NEW YORK

The Responsibility of
the Unification Family

Can anyone read the title today? Tongil Kaiong ye
Ch aklm Kioon. Tongil Knjong: the Unification fami-
ly, and Ch aki m Kuion: responsibility or authority.
Responsibility is authority; it means your right. The

difference between authority and right is that authority implies
an established system or foundation over which one exercises
his authority; right, on the other hand, implies innate power.
"The Responsibility of the Unification Family" is the title of
my sermon this morning.

What is the Unification family? How does it differ from the
ordinary family? The Unification family means the families of
the blessed couples. We say the words Unification Church, but

when it is written in the original way "church" is comprised
of two words and the first word contains two elements. The
element on the left means "sons and daughters of filial piety"
and the element on the right side means "father of filial piety."
The word by itself includes in its meaning education, or teach-
ing; public-minded is also written in Chinese characters this
same way. These same two words read this second way also.
The first word is "correct, righteous father." Public-minded
means righteous. The father teaches the historical and present
child-parent relationship. That is what education is all about.

It is all one concept: education, religion, school. "Religion"
means the central pillar of teaching. The center of that teach-
ing is the father. So teaching about the father is what religion
is all about.

Transiator: Col. Sang Kil Hnll
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Father delivers a "spring tonic" with Col. Han translating.



The father teaches the historical and present child-parent
relationship. That is what education is all about.

There are billions of people living in China and that nation
has continued to flourish for thousands of years. They can
continue because they have this concept underpinning their
society. In our lifetime we live with our father, we become
like him eventually, follow the traditions he established, and
leave our own traditions behind for our own children. This is
what life is about.

Compared with this real meaning of human life, how long
do you think the current materialistic, individualistic way of
life can continue? The relationship between husband and
wife is very weak. The world cannot continue without being
connected in all different realms of relationship. No one can
exist alone. The world is simply the realm of reciprocal, cor-
responding relationships. Once we become united within a
family, then that family maintains the correct relationship
with other families, and on and on to form the larger com-
munity.

In the democratic countries, the philosophy of politics is
not based on the father / son relationship, as it should be.
They are more aligned with the concept of struggle, similar to
the communist philosophy. Within democratic elections,
there is much outright fraud and dishonesty involved. Special
favors come about, bribery and so forth-the roots of vice.
Power, money, greed: all the human vices come to bear on
elections. Confusion is piled upon confusion. This is what we
see in American society. No one can claim that this is an ideal
form of society. There is so much deceit---empty promises
which are easy to make during campaigns.

LOVE YOUR ENEMY---
We see these things everywhere in the world. The question is,
how can we digest these bad things and turn them into good?
Why should we digest them? It is because if you sweep out
something, then you automatically create an enemy. This is
the problem in American society today. Even though some
forces may be righteous, when they subjugate the other side
by their will, they cannot avoid creating enemies.

Those who hated Reverend Moon wanted to exercise their
power and do away with him. Instead of being contained, we
expanded, developed and became bigger. We can now clearly
see in the religious realm the meaning of Jesus' words: Love
your enemy. People have wondered, "How can I love my en-
emy? What can I get out of it?" Loving our enemy came from
this point. It is not easy, but this is our responsibility, our pre-
dicament in a way, to digest our enemy. Understand and make
corrections.

Is Reverend Moon a strong man or a soft and gentle man?
I am very strong! Have you ever seen me attack or strike out
at others? I am the one who is always hit first. We know that
God Almighty is truly the strongest being in the universe, yet
God has been struck, hit, hurt all throughout history. There
has been no justice concerning God; He has always been hit.
Yet we have seen that every time in history when the unright-
eous side strikes out at the righteous side, including God, they
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have to pay the price eventually. In the major wars, the ones
who began the wars always lost. Everyone in the world who
joined in the attack against Reverend Moon is now coming to
the time when they are having to pay the price, especially
world communism.

I want to make this point: the Unification family has a
tremendous responsibility to change things, but not through
fighting, only through the Principle. I am asking you now to
please make your families available to anybody who wishes
to come in and out, as they please. Open your doors. Suppose
you build up your family, your home, and somebody comes
along and says, "I want your house. You move out and let me
move in." You should be able to respond, "All right, I have
had the experience of living very comfortably. Now it is your
turn. Come on in and live here." Then after such a person
lives in your plundered house for three days or so, his con-
science will most likely bother him so much he will say, "This
is really your house. Come on back and live here. I will
leave." That is the way of religion.

CARE ABOUT THE WORLD---
There are many different denominations within the world of
religion. It happened through the work of Satan. Instead of
religious people thinking about God and mankind, which is
the purpose of religion, they have become centered on them-
selves and their own denomination. All the different denomina-
tions within the same religion came to exist in such a fashion.
So each person becomes centered upon himself and his coun-
try; he does not care about the world. Most great nations have
repeated this pattern: they expand, and reach their limit. Then
that nation starts to pursue its own interests exclusively and
ignores any world interests. Nations always decline when they
reach this point. This pattern has been repeated over and over.

God's viewpoint is to go beyond the individual, beyond
the country. Consider the Roman Empire. That national pow-
er worked to become greater and greater, and ultimately was
sacrificing all other powers and countries for the sake of its
own greatness. What happened? Heavenly fate, which always
moves towards embracing everyone on earth, starts to exert
itself. No matter how great a country becomes, it will fail be-
fore the power of heavenly fate. Look at Japan, for instance. It
has become a great country but if the people continue to ex-
pand centered solely on their own interests, they will be
stopped somewhere along the line. If they go beyond their own
national interests and want to embrace all of Asia and the
world, Japan will not falter. They will continue to prosper and
people around the world will support them. If a nation puts
all its energies into struggling for power and economic ex-
pansion, certainly they will be able to achieve it, but only for
a short time.

"Rather than collecting money, let us invite good people,
finding more and more able, capable people, and love them."
That is religion. To embrace a nation, that is the ability heav-
en has. By embracing an individual, you will be successful in
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Don't be filled up with yourself or your denomination.
Empty vourselt, go out and serve other Christians,
serve Muslims. Embrace and serve other people;

take them into your life.

your lifetime, in one generation. However, if you embrace the
whole nation, your success will continue even beyond that, and
if you embrace the entire race, it will be even longer-lasting.
That is the terminal point: that is where we want to go.

Each one of our Unification families has to have a clear un-
derstanding of this concept because it is the base of everything.
There is no other place in the world teaching this concept. Har-
vard University doesn't teach this. Even though many have
attacked Reverend Moon, the individual, the realm of family
will support him. Even when the power of nations comes
against Reverend Moon, still there is a greater power, the world
level, cosmic fate, that supports him because that is the realm
which he is serving.

YIELDING TO WIN

This is a general rule. Even though you may not understand
it completely, do you believe that it is probably correct? Here
is an example: There is a narrow bridge and two individuals,
countries or whatever, are approaching it from opposite direc-
tions. This bridge is too narrow for both to pass by, so what do
they do? Usually, they would struggle, with one winning over
the other and gaining the right to pass first. That is not the way
of religion. If you step aside and allow the other to pass first,
knowing that you have yielded to him, then that person will
become grateful to you. Both will survive in that way, rather
than the other way where only one survives. Obviously the
one who goes first benefits first, but later on, he comes and
bows with respect to the other who yielded. If you are willing
to yield and do that in every circumstance, then you will be-
come the one who actually molds history, not the other person,
the one who goes first. That is true authority, and the applica-
tion-exercise of true power.

Now those who are in the families of the Unification Church
understand how precious is this way of life. I do not approve
of anyone just holding on to this preciousness. You cannot
draw into yourself and family, saying, "Nobody can come into
our circle. My family is so valuable, I do not want to be open.
Everybody else has to be beneath us. They have to come and
show proper respect to us." That is an attitude I will never ap-
prove of. The person with that kind of attitude will not be able
to expand or even survive. The other way is the correct way, to
be available to others, to be like their servants.

The attitude of many Unification Church leaders is, "We
don't value any other church in the world. We are the best!" I
do not approve of that attitude and never say such things. I
always try to encourage the growth of other churches and de-
nominations, even those who oppose our church. Is that the
right way or the wrong way? It is easy to say these things, but
we have never seen a religion that has done this throughout
history. Now as we see, even Muslims are paying attention to
the Unification Church. Likewise, Buddhism will come. Every-
body will come, although shyly and cautiously in the begin-
ning.

When a person is full of himself, his own denomination, and
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his own family-he is very loyal to them-but he is too full.
He is so densely packed that he doesn't have any room for
anyone else. Reverend Moon has been teaching, "Don't be fill-
ed up with yourself or your denomination. Empty yourself,
go out and serve other Christians, serve Muslims. Embrace
and serve other people; take them into your life."

You might ask, "Father, we are doing so much! Where does
it all end?" Of course, our ultimate goal is nothing less than
to liberate God Himself. When someone hears such words,
they shiver with fear because they know such lofty goals will
make us winners. With such a concept at the center, how pre-
cious that is-to strive to liberate God! Do you understand
just how precious it is? There is no other way of thinking that
can compare with the value of this.

LIVE FOR THE UNIVERSE

This is my question to you: Are you going to live for your own
sake, or for the sake of your family? Of course, when your
family is strong, then that also protects you. Are you going to
preserve your family at all costs, or will you live for the sake
of your clan first? The fate of your clan will include your fam-
ily. Even though we have to sacrifice our own clan, we work
for the sake of the nation. We will even sacrifice the nation for
the sake of the world, and the world for God. Then God Him-
self will come to liberate us.

Suppose you are exhausted, wanting only to sleep. Do you
force your tired body forward in order to help somebody who
is doing worthwhile work, like cleaning the streets? Would
you really help somebody? I thought you American youth
were not able to understand that concept! The standard of Sa-
tan is to live for me, for selfish purposes. In that respect, are
you on Satan's side or are you on God's side? Particularly, you
American women, do you want to be on Satan's side or God's
side? I don't know!

I myself often think, "Nobody has lived such a life as 1." I
have been attacked so much, sometimes attacked beyond my
own understanding, and I think, "Why am I being attacked
now?" There has been so much turmoil throughout my life,
yet I wake up every day feeling strong and ready to go again.
I sometimes ask myself, "What is protecting me and allowing
me to continue like this?" There is a gigantic worldwide foun-
dation which was "made by Reverend Moon" according to the
PBS television program. I often think, "Who made that foun-
dation? It wasn't me as an individual, but the protecting force
of the entire universe which helped me make it." I have never
considered the foundation which has been established as my
own work. Rather, I know I have been protected by the hea-
venly fate and by God, and that is why it has been successful.
We know that God has creative power, that He is omnipotent,
that He can do anything. We must understand what lies be-
hind history.

What about you good, handsome American men? Would
you choose to marry an attractive American woman, or
would you take an ugly black or oriental woman, someone
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you never thought about? Which would be more in line with
the Principle? It would be someone of a different nationality
and a different race, too.

If you think you are making a step forward in this world
by marrying someone from a different nationality and race,
just wait until you go to spirit world. How do you adjust there
if you don't learn in this world? The spirit world is a million
times more complex. On this earth, people want to find their
own kind. When you go to spirit world, where the population
is like an ocean, if you try to find "your kind," you will have
a problem. It is like going to a big stadium and searching for
one particular person. It is impossible. You may push, shove
and kick people aside, but you are unable to get to that one
particular person. That is the way it is in spirit world. We know
already what true love does in the spirit world. You can travel
from the North Pole to the South Pole, come and go just as if
you are visiting your neighbors. Instantly. Most people have
this attitude: "I am here, you come to me!" Will it ever happen?
No, you have to go to others.

Who is the subject in the subject and object relationship? It
is the one who takes the initiative; the one who goes to the
other becomes the subject. Everybody likes to be the subject,
but how can you gain that position? There is only one way:
by giving first, going there first. Reverend Moon is taking the
step and doing the work to even liberate God.

When a woman gets married in Korea, we say, "She is going
to her husband's house." It means she is marrying. Does she
go there to be loved, or to love? Universal law and formula-
that is why you go, not so much to be loved.

Those who are very confident that you will never die, raise
your hands, please. Then naturally, everyone should invest
for the sake of the spirit world. People say that Reverend Moon
is a foolish man. Everybody around the world has gone against
him. Still I continue. It is so that I can save that country, or that
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"How precious that is-to strive to liberate God!
There is no other way of thinking that can compare
with the value of this," Father extols.

area. What about you-would you prefer that I
be living here with you, or that I stay far away?
Why do you prefer having me near you? It is be-
cause you always benefit from being around me.
What if I started to take things away from you,
asking you to donate this and that, then you
would say, -ou. I wish Father would stay far
away." That's true! It's a natural phenomenon.

Eastern world, Western world, which would
be subject? Why the Eastern? Because the West-
ern tendency is to take away from the East. The
Eastern world has always been the one to yield.
When the high pressure and low pressure are
equalized, then the position changes. When it
changes, it changes quickly. Now is that time of
transition.

If a person says, "I am self-sufficient, I don't
need the subject," that is no good. Then all things
will kick him out. Judging from this principle,
should America be preserved or should it be
kicked out by the force of principle? These are

not Reverend Moon's words, these words represent the cos-
mic forces which are working in that direction. Wisdom pre-
serves a man. Father had that wisdom. No one on earth or in
history has had greater wisdom. No one has ever lived the
way I have, let alone teaching it to others.

I sold my house and tried to use everything for others, even
at the objection of my family. I never heard of any American
families who have done that. Isn't that the way you do it? If
you find any money lying around in the church or in the busi-
ness, don't you put that money in your pocket? Always you
say, "Father, you have to support us with more money. Please
help me with my budget." I am not a banker! That is not what
I am here for. Now we know at least what is the sure road for
perishing and the road where you may not perish, if you go
that way. Also, I beg your pardon, you American women, for
citing you once more.

A HUNDRED "BATS"
Let me ask you this question: Who is the principal cause of
divorce, the woman or the man? (Women!) So the woman is
the bad guy or the good guy? (Bad guy!) (Father laughs loud-
ly.) There is a very simple solution. Ask your eye about look-
ing at your husband, "How many times have you batted your
eyes at him, smiling, trying to entice him, to make him feel
good?" Maybe your eyes would answer, "Ten times." That's
not so much, so you should challenge to do it a hundred times.
A woman may think a divorce will not hurt her, but what about
her children? You don't think about the children; you only
think about yourself when you divorce. By universal law, the
mother is supposed to be the subject of love, not the father.

How do you write "Holy Man"? This Chinese character has
been around for thousands of years. When you take it apart,
it has eyes, ears, mouth, as well as the symbol for a king. How
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Hear my words while you can. You are the subject of this
country. You have to teach your fellow countrymen the

same things you have been taught.

wise! That defines the holy man. The king's ears hear straight;
the king's eyes look at things straight, not crooked. His mouth
talks straight, not crooked.

In yourself, is there one vertical or two? There is absolutely
one, only one, vertical line. Americans greet each other like
this-horizon tally-while the Orientals greet like this. First
meet, then determine who is the subject, and then go forward
in that order. Often we see the man proposing love to the wom-
an, like she was a queen. When you look at such a sight, that
day you will have no luck. A woman keeps her horizontal re-
lationship. A woman can often cling on to the man's neck; then
she is in the right position. Do not think that you can come to
Belvedere and hear Father any Sunday. Hear my words while
you can. You are the subject of this country. You have to teach
your fellow countrymen the same things you have been taught.

Blessed couples, I would like to remind you again of the
very simple fact that Jesus Christ could not receive the bless-

ing. He waited for two thousand years. That blessing has been
bestowed at this time for the first time in human history. Many
countries have risen up and perished. So many sacrifices have
been made. The first Israel and the second Israel suffered so
much and were destroyed. Now with the third Israel, centered
on Father, this blessing could take place. How important! In
the fallen world there are billions of families on Satan's side;
on God's side, here are the blessed couples. Would God trade
the millions of families there for one family here? Satan would
say, "Yes, trade them." However, God would never want to
trade.

VALUE OF THE BLESSING

How precious, how valuable is one blessed family compared
with billions of fallen families. Yet when you look at them
from the outside, how can you tell the difference? When I speak
of this point, I immediately become angry. You are almost be-
having like dogs. If you were to place monetary value on the
blessing, how much would you say it is worth- thousands,
perhaps? Would you Americans say it is only worth hundreds
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of dollars? I am asking you this direct question: how much
value have you bestowed on your blessing? Literally, God and
Father would never trade one blessed couple for one entire
fallen country. It is that precious.

God allowed everybody into the blessing, including those
who had engaged in free sex in the past. Forgiveness is His
work. So God forgave them and let them into the Unification
Church. Now Father expects people to change--from one ex-
treme to the other. If you were the worst in the past, then when
you come here, you become the best. Satan occupies the out-
side. Bad people stay out in the fallen world.

This is why Father tells us we have to go through hell in
order to make our way to heaven. What have you given up
since joining the church? You are supposed to give up every-
thing after joining the church. We should leave everything
from the past behind. We went to school in the fallen world,
and we acquired certain habits and we carry those habits. We
are doing a great wrong to God. American members have that
kind of habit which you carry with you. However, the owner
of those habits is Satan, certainly not God. When did you clean
yourself up, mind and body? Your country's atmosphere is
controlled by Satan: American society, family, and individuals.
How can you clean it up? This is the problem-the concepts
you carried in with you.

BAD HABITS CLEANSED?
Consider: how many of your bad habits did you clean out, and
then how much did you cleanse them? What is the percentage?
When the world looks at you, do they say, "That is a godly
family, a blessed family"? Will God say, "They are godly," if
they are still carrying eighty percent of the bad habits from
the satanic world? Can God say they are godly?

Reflect today after you go back home. Hand in hand, you
husbands and wives should say, "How much have we cleansed
ourselves? Sitting here to follow Father, who is doing the holy
work for the world, how worthy are we of that?" Do you wish
that Father could stop suffering from now on? What if your
next generation has to indemnify the additional suffering Fa-
ther is having to go through from this time on? God and spir-
it world have to work even harder if fruit is not here. The
iron hammer of heavenly punishment will come down. God
watches you failing to change from the extreme bad habits
you had in the past.

If Father lived the way some of you are living today, do you
think God could ever have helped me? Everything would have
had to be given up. Then you all come before Father and ex-
pect to be forgiven so easily, and then you can continue with
your assertions, your demands, and your bad habits. That
cannot be. Even if you might be forgiven, what about your
blessed children? If they have to bear a heavier cross than
yours, would you ever want that? Would they want to carry a
heavier burden than the first generation did? Absolutely not.

Am I overstating it? After you take a thorough bath from
the old evils, then you should be clad in a new cloak of white.
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When you go to spirit world, there will be a playback of
your life, like a video, which will show clearly where your

family is, what they are going through.

Instead, you are picking up and putting on the same old rag-
ged, dirty clothes after you take the bath. Are you maintaining
memories of the illicit love you had before? Are you still im-
agining his or her face after getting married and blessed? Or
have you totally forgotten about them, never allowing your-
self to even think about that for even one moment? Are you
completely erasing your memory, or are you entertaining the
memories? How much effort you must make! How painful it
is to God, how angry He feels, when you are entertaining those
old memories and habits! There will be a judgment day for
the Unification Church families. You have to prepare for that.
It is like the River Jordan. You will look at it, it will be only a
few feet away, but you wiil not be able to cross it. The same
way Moses came to the threshold of Canaan, but he could not
enter it. You have to keep warning yourselves.

Those who are blessed cou-
ples, please stand up. Do you
think that my intent was to bring
all your families to the same lev-
el as my own? Do you think I
wanted to stay at a higher level
and keep all of you at a lower
level? Did I do that? Think about
it. You all know what level your
own family is standing on. You
know best whether you are mak-
ing a condition to glorify the
name of blessed couples or for
the name of blessed couples to
be disdained. Father is now say-
ing, do not follow any leader or
any leader's family. Do you un-
derstand? You have to repent.
That is the only way to get back.

WHAT GRADE?
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spirit world, I gave you the blessing on earth. God wants the
family system in the spirit world. That is the simple purpose
of blessing. How much different from that are you? You know
better than anyone else. Every person understands clearly.
American people cannot lie. Your mind always testifies clear-
ly. Your standard is not so good. Your own mind accuses you
every time. Now you understand.

The blessed family must go through the center point so
that you have no relation with Satan's side. That main center
is God and True Parents through which you pass from one
world into the other world. The original point of all concepts
must be God and True Parents. From there, extend into the
future, making the spirit world. You have to make your family
system centered on true love; that is God's and True Parents'
central starting point. From now on, let us clear up the family

situation. Otherwise, we can have no hope. Now the time is
at hand when the whole world will be welcoming us. How can
you stand in the subject position?

Before you attend Belvedere on
Sunday or first days of the month, do you always do the pledge
service in your own home? Those who don't, raise your hands.
I believe there are many. Instead of doing pledge at home,
come here and do it with your sons and daughters. Can you
educate your own sons and daughters? It is very difficult, so
bring them here. They all go to schools which are not our own.
You can never rest assured that they are going to follow the
heavenly way.

When you go to spirit world, there will be a playback of
your life, like a video, which will show clearly where your fam-
ily is, what they are going through. With Father's standard, you
give yourselves a grade. What grade does your family deserve?
Father gave you the blessing not for your own enjoyment, or
for you to position yourself a certain way, but for the sake of
your preparation for spirit world. What if you don't get the
blessing here? You have no place to belong in the spirit world.
Do you understand? To give you an eternal position in the

ISRAELITESHIP ACHIEVEMENT

Today I want to place the utmost stress on the Unification
families and their responsibility and authority. The three most
important points which God has achieved in history: first is
the authority of the selected people, the realm of Israel. How
can it be permitted for Esau and Jacob to change their posi-
tions? The one who is below should go up, and the one who
is already up should come down. This is where the transition
and restoration is.

This is the same in an individual's case, too. The individual,
before he becomes Israel, has a body which commands his
mind. The body, in the elder's position, represents Satan. Mind
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Now the time is at hand when the whole world will be
welcoming us. How can you stand in the subject position?

We cannot ever, even until death, give a bad name or make
dirty the name of blessed couples, the Israelites' name on the
family level. That is something we have to resolve right now.
If Christians are the salt of the world, you are the prescription
for health to the rest of the world. When you are firmly grafted
into Father, into the blessed couple, then your love will come
about. Have you become the real olive tree as a result of graft-
ing into the true root, or do you still remain as a wild olive tree?
First you were a wild one, then grafted into the real one; then
gradually you get nutrition, little by little, and then become a
perfect, true olive tree. If you remain as a wild olive tree, if
you get to spirit world that way, you will be seen there and
people will say, "They are not the true olive tree." That can be
worse than the wild olive tree which never had a chance. That
means spirit world will accuse you.

You have to take responsibility for your own result. You will
be judged if you do not take the correct way. How can you es-
cape that kind of phenomenon? This is not a playground. This
is a judgment court which you are in.

The second most significant thing which God has done is
the establishment of the authority of lineage. Is your lineage
all cleaned up? How is it possible that True Parents are mak-
ing that pure lineage? Because you have cleansed blood, your

has to take the subject position to the body, which has to take
the object position. Centering on the mind, that body has to
be controlled and made to follow the mind. This was the Is-
raelites' requirement. Now the question can be directed to-
ward each one of us: have you won this individual Israelite
right or authority? We must be able to measure how bad we
are.

All of the blessed children do not understand the Israel con-
cept because their parents did not teach them, did not show
them. The most important thing God did was establish the
authority of Israel (the Israeliteship), Now is the Israeliteship
of a man and woman together; they get married and become
a family. To put the question a different way: have you become
exactly one with Father's criterion or standard of Israeliteship?
If not, if you fall short of it, you cannot have church Israelite-
ship.

Within these Unification Church blessed families, there are
still factions. For example, there is the tendency of the Japanese
families to get together, speaking their own language. Amer-
icans have a tendency to do the same; Germans do the same.
Then we cannot say we are the unified family. We abhor that
separation. We got married to go over that, not to promote it.
It is difficult, but our responsibility is to go over that difficulty.
When an American and Japanese are living together with such
beautiful harmony and happiness, everybody in America looks
at such a thing and asks, "How can they live like that? Japan
and America have been enemies for forty years; how can they
make such unity? They are strange people!" We should show a
good example to the outside world.

PRESCRIPTION FOR HEALTH
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clan needs to be connected with you so that their lineage can
also be cleaned. Can you now proudly proclaim, "I have ab-
solute confidence that my lineage is clean"? You should be
able to do that. If not, Satan can come in and out of you. He
can claim you any time he wants to. Have you tightly closed
up all your doors to evil, locking them and sealing them? Or
have you left one door unlocked so Satan can come in when
he wants to? If you as a blessed person see someone you like
and think, "I wish I could have been married to someone like
her (or him)," then you have already opened your door to Sa-
tan. Have you closed and locked that door?

If a handsome man comes by and tries to entice you with
lots of money and nice things, and you are interested in him,
then your door is only closed, but not locked. That door must
be locked, absolutely and forever. Then the court of judgment
will not be harsh. You have to go through your mission, your
responsibility. Father's mission is not enough. You have to
make your own result. In the future, the court of judgment is
waiting for you.

PERCENTAGE OF PURIT....;..Y _
How pure is your lineage? What is the percentage of purity
that your sons and daughters can inherit? You did not expect
on the first of March, the beginning of spring, to receive such
a strong sermon from Father, did you? Spring is such a beau-
tiful season, why does Father have to speak so harshly today?
You need a strong dose of medicine. Good medicine is always
bitter to the taste but it is very effective.

Unless you go through the Israeliteship, there is no way you
can inherit the lineage. The Israeliteship means that whoever
is up must come down; whoever is below must come up. Oth-
erwise, the condition of restoration cannot be fulfilled. What
do you think Jacob had to endure, fighting the angel at the
Ford of [abbok? Don't you imagine he sweated a lot and cried
a lot of tears? It was life and death. "Let me go to my home-
land now," he pleaded. The angel hit him so hard, he dislocated
his bone, and then he released him a little bit after that. The
angel saw that Jacob would rather die than be held back, so
the angel finally gave up and let Jacob go. It was that difficult.
We have to go through that kind of difficulty. However, it is
well worth it.

Jacob's victory was on the individual level. He brought the
victory up to the family level. From the individual level to the
family level was so difficult, you can only imagine the difficulty
of any level beyond that, all the way to the world level. All
blessed couples have to go through that. God expects that. Fa-
ther expects that. Do you think this is what I am saying, or are
my statements based on the course of God's dispensation?
This is our mission even though it is a heavy burden. Don't
forget, Father understands everything you go through. Don't
forget that for one second.

Do you think you can give birth to sons and daughters who
are worthy of going directly to heaven without relying on Fa-
ther? Why don't you say yes? Why haven't you reached that
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kind of position? That is your mission. Now you have to shift
the responsibility to yourself. Take heed of Father's teaching,
but do it yourself.

IS YOUR BLOOD CLEAN?

When the blessed husband beckons to his wife, even though
they are married, she must ask, "Is your blood clean enough?
How clean is your blood lineage to take that position with
me?" That is something you should question deeply, not just
getting together because you want it. First you have to ques-
tion; you have to take that position every time. In God's sight,
how much purity do you possess? If you have confidence in
that, then sexual intercourse is good; otherwise, it is a problem.
Bad fruit will be borne for the future. You have to take respon-
sibility for the children, the next generation's purity. It is not
an enjoyable situation; it is a serious situation. The judgment
place will be very low, a deep hole.

Don't think, "I'm an elder member, a leader of the Unifica-
tion Church. How wonderful it is to be in that position!" God
looks down at those people and His judgment is not so good.
You are going closer to the dungeon of hell, not to the heavenly
throne. You always have to maintain that central concept about
the family system. Are you standing in the real parent's posi-
tion or not? Are you standing in the real husband's position
or not, in God's sight, from the Principle viewpoint? You must
constantly compare yourself with God's viewpoint every time
you act.

Do not leave a bad lineage behind you. Look at the dread-
ful disease of AIDS (acquired immunodeficiency syndrome).
Has that disease been spread from America or from Korea?
From America. It not only happened here, it has been spread
around the world. The policy should be that those people who
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"You must constantly compare yourself with God's viewpoint
every time you act."

have AIDS should let the rest of the world know it. It should
not be covered up and protected. They should not be allowed
to be comfortable about how they contracted this disease. We
should give them a hard life. How would the American pub-
lic respond to such a policy? They would welcome it, in order
that they could protect themselves. Think about that. If you
have AIDS-I kick you! These are serious words.

TEST YOURSELF

Imagine you go to a dance where you are well dressed, look-
ing your best, having an enchanting evening. Ask yourself,
"Would I falter, or am I confident that I will not? Am I going
to fall if I go to this point, or beyond that point?" It is necessary
to foresee possible future situations in order to test yourself. I
have done the same thing. I have often imagined difficult sit-
uations, saying, "What if, knowing what I know, I was cast
into a room with hundreds of beautiful naked women. What
would be my response? Is my organ going to be excited or not?
Taking a resting position or not?" In all seriousness, I have im-
agined such a thing. What if they represented the beauties of
all different races, from East and West? The temptation would
be very difficult, not easy. The degree of that temptation you
can only imagine. The difficulty is comparable to giving up
your own loved one to your worst enemy, allowing her to be
embraced. He would sleep with her, and yet you have to give
to that enemy in order to be able to restore them at a future
time. You have to go beyond that. That is God's situation,
God's position. When we talk about God's heart, we don't
know what we are talking about. Only when we have reached
that point can we say, "I understand God's heart."

Imagine how difficult it is to bear to do this. We must un-
derstand that this lineage has only been established through
going through this situation, which I just described. We must
understand that, happy or unhappy, comfortable or not, this
world is only a transient life, only a short time relatively speak-
ing. This is why we need to go back to our hometown. When
we go to our hometown, we don't take with us all our bad ac-
cumulated habits. We must shed ourselves of these, become
cleansed, and then go to our hometown to establish heaven.
This is why Father is giving this sermon today.

What about the first-generation Israelites? The world knows
that the first Israel was supposed to save the rest of the world,
but they never did. Even today, they are still busy minding
their own foundation. So nothing good is happening to them.
America is the realm of the second Israel; it is a Christian na-
tion. At the end of World War II, the whole world could have
become a Christian domain centering on America. However,
America didn't realize this, so they threw away the oppor-
tunity.

Because America was not able to fulfill her responsibility,
the third Israeliteship moved to Korea. That is the unification
of the new nation. Here the new Israelites must become a new
nation, not for their own sake, but for the sake of the world.
When the country lives for the sake of the world, then that Is-
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Making the sexually-related mistake in the blessed couples is
not only detrimental, it is killing, literally. You have to stand
straight.

What the Bible expresses as the serpent, the snake, in the
Garden of Eden, means the sexual organ. The snake gives poi-
son. Once it connected with the woman's sexual organ, then
the heavenly world was destroyed. One time. A snake slithers
around and when someone comes too close, it strikes out, at-
tacks, and that person is poisoned. A woman is so fearful of
that snake mouth. Actually that serpent symbolizes both sex-
ual organs, man's and woman's: the organs that have poison.
Once one bites the other, then that is the end. This is what the
Fall of Man was about.

Now this is the lineage which does not have that poison in
it. Once we re-introduce that poison, then everything will per-
ish; it will be contaminated; it will make poison. So what is
the snake in the Garden of Eden a symbol of? It is not only Sa-
tan; it is the sexual organs of both sexes.

Like opening the mouth and showing all the fangs. Every
woman, every man wants to bite. Think about that. It is worse
than AIDS-connecting there destroys everything. Sexual in-
tercourse happens and after that, everything perishes. It is the
worst situation. The most fearful guy is that one, more fearful
than a tiger. A one-time bite there opened Satan's world, the
dungeon of hell. History was torn down. It is serious. Snake,
you have a SNAKE! Poisonous snake! Every fallen person
want to experience that kind of concept. Man and woman are
the same.

rael will never perish the way the first and second ones did.
It is not materially but spiritually; lineage has to do with the
blood. Within the blessed families there should never be racial
discrimination. Some white people find that it is hard to throw
away their old habit of discriminating against blacks, even af-
ter the blessing. If you do not correct that quickly enough, you
will surely go to hell in spirit world. You will perish. It is like
a cancerous growth within your spirit: that sense of belittling
another, feeling superior to them.

KILLING WITH THE SNAKE
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In Russia, many students of high school and middle school are
pleading for Reverend Moon to send over teams to educate
them. Then what happens? Those Russians must come to
America and start witnessing on American soil. By the time
that happens, I will be able to freely turn everything over to
them. There are Ivy League students who are going to Russia
and undergoing training there. The second team finished and
the third team is now in progress. You didn't know that but
while you are taking a rest, Father is doing these things to
achieve God's will.

One thing you do not seem to feel is shame. How ashamed
you will be if somebody from another country comes over to
teach here about God. Just one year ago, the Russians didn't
know anything about God or spirit world. They believed ma-
terial was the only reality. Look at your background of religion
and Christianity. How shameful is your situation, when you
consider all the advantages you had to help you know about
God. Yet those young atheists are learning so quickly. The past
two thousand years of history will bring judgment upon you.
How can you escape that? How proudly Americans assert
themselves, yet the truth is that America is losing everything.
This nation is like a beggar. That is the truth. Think about the
future. A drop down to hell. How can you escape? The only
hope is the small remnant of Unification Church members.
What a big load. One member has to take on the mission of
thousands.

Who in this nation has taken on that responsibility? Only
the Unification members. Now the Unification Church mem-
bers are thinking about taking the easy way! The easy way is
the path America has taken to destruction. It can be changed
through the work of Reverend Moon and the Unification
Church. You have to put on the brakes and change this nation.
It is a serious situation.

By going over this, we become full of love and compassion,
just like God Himself. We try to create, on behalf of God, a
whole new world. With that kind of heart, we can live with
the entire people of history and all mankind, and in that way

SLOW LEARNERS

Father asks the blessed members
present to stand as he challenges them
to go home and sit with their spouse
and examine how clean their blood
lineage is, using True Parents' standard.

America's situation is full of
that poison. Therefore she is com-
pletely perishing. Both eyes are
like a snake's antennae. Satan's
palace. One time that man and
woman took that poison, one
time they made that mistake, all
disease was passed on. When
there is a sense of snake, then the
pure traditional blood is not there.
Those hands have the senses of
a snake, twisted like a snake's.
Those who are second genera-
tion raise your hands. You too
must be very much aware.
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When we go to our hometown, we don't take with us
all our bad accumulated habits. We must shed ourselves

of these, become cleansed, and then go to our
hometown to establish heaven.

become the unified family of love and compassion, encompas-
sing all these traditions. Probably all the countries of the world
are represented in America. Have you loved all of them? Why
did Reverend Moon settle down in New York rather than
Washington, D.C.? I was determined to spread all the seeds
of love here in New York, where all the world's immigrants
have come.

FRUITS TO HOMETOWN

Have you decided, "I will live my life here in New York to dis-
seminate the seed of true love, just like Father did?" "I Love
New York" needs to be re-written: "New York Under Love
Authority." On all the street corners of New York, we will talk
to all the different nations, embrace them, and then see what
happens. When you win over one hundred and twenty people
in New York City, and then you go back to your hometown in
the providence of clan messiahship, do you think your relatives
will change overnight? When there are one hundred and twen-
ty people devoted to you as their savior, then you can show
that to your relatives. Do you think they will be influenced to
follow you, too? They will be proud of you and say, "Oh,
what a great guy he is!" Reverend Moon's course is the same.
People from one hundred and twenty countries gathered
with me, and went back to my country of Korea. All of a sud-
den the Koreans were stirred up!

You must testify clearly. You have to save your country. It
is your country! Shimjung-authority of heart is what you are
given. This is what the blessed couples exist for. If we don't do
this, we are not living our mission. Who laid all this founda-
tion? Father has done this and it is your mission to finish it.
Accomplishing these things means accomplishing the purpose
of religion.

To be proud of one's parents is the tradition of the Unifica-
tion Church training. So Father never sleeps before midnight,
no matter how tired he is, and he never spends idle time. Al-
ways he speaks about God, about the things which you have
heard a million times before-still Father continues to speak.
When everybody goes to heaven, a great prize will be given
to the greatest mouth in history. Whose mouth do you think
will win: Confucius, Jesus, Mohammed, or Reverend Moon's
mouth? You have to inherit that same tradition, as well. You
should be constantly teaching and teaching, just as I do.

When I taught others, do you think it was easy and pleas-
ant, or was it with deep tears? You must understand this fact.
When I went to Japan from Korea under severe persecution, I
made a promise to God, "I will save this nation, Father." That
is why so many Japanese have come here-to fulfill that
promise. The same is true of Korea. In the prison in Japan, I
thought, "I will go back to Korea and save the people there."
That is why I went to North Korea and was put into prison. I
pledged to save South Korea, and Iwent there and was put in
prison there, too. Ipledged to save America, and Icame here
and Iwent to prison in America, as well. What would have
happened if I had gone to prison and lamented my situation,
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saying, "I'm not going any further. I did what I could and
they didn't listen." What would have happened? Icould not
do that. Ihad to stand up once again, take on my impossible
job, and continue to love America.

Even though I was confined physically and had to sit in
one place in the prison, my spirit was traveling all over the
world, reaching out for the people. This is what Itold you, too.
"Don't pity me for being confined in this location. You don't
understand that there is a world beyond the prison wall."
After Icame out of the prison, of course, the world changed.
This nation of America was defeated.

A SPECIAL DAY

Have you ever imagined yourself going to prison and paying
great amounts of indemnity in order to save this country?
There has been no individual American who has decided to
do that, no family, no clan. I have accomplished everything
and Ihave passed everything on to you. Now Iam telling
you that everything is prepared. All you have to do is go back
and do your clan messiah work and, with all that, you say,
"No, Father, Icannot do that." What hope can Ihave for Amer-
ican youth?

Iexpect all of you to take seriously what you have received
today and to fulfill the little bit you are expected to do. Do
you understand that? Today is a special day, March 1. Seventy-
three years ago in Korea, the people sprang up for their own
independence from the oppression of the Japanese. They faced
down guns. Hundreds of people went out and shouted, "Man-
sei for the independence of Korea!" which symbolized inde-
pendence of the heavenly nation. Hundreds of people lost
their lives that day in that uprising. We call that the 3-1 Move-
ment, or the March 1st Movement of 1919. We now should
begin the March 1st Movement on the cosmic level, the world-
wide level for the liberation of all the families. The families
have been fettered and gagged and bound. We have got to
liberate these families with true love. That is why we are the
messiahs to them. This is the time.

A tribe includes many different houses. We have to revolu-
tionize their thinking. Today is exactly the end of six months
since September 1, 1991.That number six signifies the creation
of man. God created man in six days. Then the real family was
supposed to be established, but it was lost. Now we have to
restore that real family. We must bring about a great reforma-
tion. The revolution must come from within the family with
their concept of love and relationship.

Iam now launching a great campaign for the world federa-
tion of women, as well as the world reformation of families.
Those who say, "Yes, Father, Iwill join this movement which
has been started in Korea, bringing revolution and reform to
all the families, centering on women. We will go until we have
fulfilled its purpose." If you pledge that, raise your hands. By
doing that, the responsibility will have been done as a blessed
couple. God bless you. III

(Edited for Today's World)
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TRUE PARENTS' BIRTHDAY MESSAGE

Our Paradigm of True Love
by In Jin Moon

February 8, 7992, World Mission Center, New York

Goad Morning, brothers and sisters; Happy True Par-
ents' Birthday!

Last night, Heavenly Father sent a beautiful flurry
of snowflakes, and as I was driving I sawall those

glorious white snowflakes accentuating the darkness of the
night. I said, "This is a sign from God that even the creation is
celebrating the birth of our True Parents." I want to talk about
the value of our True Parents and the title of my message is
"Our Paradigm of True Love."

Every time I am asked to convey my heart about True Par-
ents, I always feel unworthy, because I am young. When I
think of True Parents, I realize how much more I have to live
a sacrificial life to become like them. When we were witnessed
to, we experienced the glorious principle, the word of God and
moreover the experience of True Parents. When I talk about
True Parents, the first thing that comes to mind is that they
were the first perfect man and woman.

For me and my family, the word perfection means the in-
ability to fall away from God. They are so true, so absolute in
their love of truth, in their love of true love, in their love of
Heavenly Father, that no matter what suffering Satan puts in
front of them, no matter what obstacles you have in front of
you, there is no way that our True Parents would fall away
from our Heavenly Father. It is this absolute obedience, this
absolute subservience to God, united in true love, that makes
our movement, our work, our Principle, our True Parents so
glorious.

The symbol of my love
In the early years Father had to go through tremendous suf-
fering to discover the Principle. He says, many times he spent
ten to twelve hours on his knees so that when he got up from
praying his skin would be hardened by his pressing desire to
know God. "That was the symbol of my love," he said; that
was the symbol even though it was painful. The fact that he
discovered truth was a sacrificial and a loving gesture on Fa-
ther's part and now that truth has been revealed to us.

In them we see the truth, we experience the love of God,
and we realize how much we want to become like them; how
much we want to be able to love one another, to truly become
united with one another, to work together for one purpose
only, to liberate God. The thing that is so incredible about our
True Parents is that is their whole purpose, every day of their
lives from morning to night.

Father gets up before five in the morning and many times
when I go to his room, he is sitting cross-legged with his head
down and sometimes it looks as if he's sleeping like that, but
he's very much in thought, thinking about the members, about
the world. He is thinking about what kind of men and wom-
en he wants us to become. Every time I see Father like that,
my head is lowering down, not because he uttered a word,

but because his presence is real and I can touch him and feel
him and through him I can experience God, through Mother I
can experience God, like I've never felt before.

Through them I realized, God is not something out there,
sitting on His throne, judging us. True Parents have made us
see that God is a God of love and that He wants to experience
love, He needs His true sons and daughters. When you get
blessed with your husband and wife, what do you want the
most? You want children and you want to be able to see your-
self in those children. In a sense you realize true love between
husband and wife but through the children's eyes you realize
the greatness of your love. Your love gave life, and in a sense
True Parents' love gives us all life. It's absolute love.

How do our True Parents glorify our True Parents in God,
our Heavenly Father? How do they do that? They are the first
man and woman who truly liberate God from His suffering,
who comfort God, who liberate God from His loneliness and
allow God to feel the kind of love He has been longing for all
these years. It is through a relationship with True Parents that
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God feels joy.
In that sense Father is going through the formula course

to understand the suffering of man. Father is suffering, shed-
ding tears, sweat and blood for the sake of mankind; in such
a process, he is suffering together with our Heavenly Father.
He is liberating our True Parents because Father is making
restoration real in the physical world. In my own life of faith
God is real just as the True Parents are real.

My inspiration
When you're living at East Garden and you've always known

that your parents are Father and
Mother (whom you addressed
as True Parents, True Father,
True Mother), sometimes it is
very difficult to see who these
two people are that all these
people are following. When I
was young I asked myself,
"Why do they bow to me? Why
do they call me In [in Nim?
What is this Nim? It sounded
so heavy. It just wears you
down." I couldn't understand.
Why did they respect and hon-
or True Parents?

When I was going to Colum-
bia University I would bump
into Japanese CARP members;
sometimes they knew me and
sometimes they didn't. I would
pat one on the back and say,
"Hi! What are you selling?"
They had little prints, teddy
bears with all sorts of goodies,
with the balloons, and I would
say, "Gee, how beautiful, can I
take a look?" "Yes," the brother
would say, "You know, I'm
working for this special fund-
raising project. I am very hap-
py if you give a donation for
two or three prints. You can get
three for $6, five you get $10,

and fifteen you get $20." I say, "What brings you to this coun-
try?" "Yeah! you know God ... " (He doesn't have a large vo-
cabulary, so he says, "Yeah, God!"), "I believe God, I believe
Messiah here and we really have to work hard and you pledge
yourself, you give money and we do great things and together,
we all happy!" So, I said, "Okay, thank you so much!" Usually,
I give double or triple and I say, 'Thank you so much for work-
ing so hard" and I resume my studies. I could never forget
one brother. He was shorter than me, skinnier than me, and
he wasn't so articulate but he conveyed so much heart. He
said, "Thank you so much, thank you so much! Oh! central
figure be so happy today. Today good result!" then I added,
"I am so grateful you are doing this for our True Parents."

He said, "Oh! True Parents?" "Yes," I said, ''I'm so happy
you are working for God and True Parents." "Oh! you know
True Parents?" "Yes," I said, "I know True Parents and I think
Rev. and Mrs. Moon are the greatest people on earth." He
thanked me and we said our good byes. He moved my heart
with his energy, the kind of elation and the kind of eyes with
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True Parents have made us see that
God is a God of love and that He
wants to experience love, He needs
His true sons and daughters.

which he was talking about True Parents; that's the kind of
person I want to become.

As I started to mature I realized who True Parents were,
and I realized I was the flesh and blood of True Parents' love.
One day I could not stop crying. I repented for the kind of ig-
norant life that I was leading. I came to realize why members
love True Parents so much. I have to honestly say that many
times all of you are my inspiration. Many times you were the
people that I wanted to be like, that I wanted to be with, to
love as a true brother and sister.

You represent hope
That's when I realized the value of each and every person in
this room. All of you were hand-picked by our Heavenly Fa-
ther to walk this way of life. You are so important and you
have to realize that. Because you are the embodiment of God,
you are the image of God's love and as a man and a woman
working together, in harmony, in unity, you represent hope.
Just the way you were hope to me.

You represent what the future can be; within your hands,
you hold the keys to the Kingdom of Heaven, the key to true
love. It is within each and everyone of us to become perfect,
to become the image of a true son or daughter so that we can
never, ever fall away from God. It is in such an effort that the
world sees and witnesses a new beginning and it is in that ef-
fort that we take part in the process of restoration.

Sometimes I ask, "Father, what can I do to make this world
a better place?" Father has asked me to study, which is very
difficult for me because I like to be out there. I like meeting
people. When you're reading a book day in and day out it be-
comes very stale. I said to Father, "It is so difficult, how can I
find the value of what I'm doing?" Father just looked at me
and said, "What do you mean, what you're doing?" He said,
"You are working for God, and all the answers you need to
know are within your heart." He told me to pray about it. To
try to reach deep within myself and try to come up with the
answers. Father said, "Look, God did most of it for you. He
gave you the world, He gave you everything; all you need to
do is that little thing called five percent responsibility. That's
the only thing. We need to feel God on a daily basis." Father
said, "Why are you coming to me? Pray to God, find the an-
swers within your heart!"

I went and prayed really hard. I said, "Father, life is so tough
for me sometimes." I said, "How do I satisfy all these demands
and yet feel confident in myself that I'm doing the work of
God." I said, "How can I feel worthy? Why am I feeling so
much pain, so much anguish and why is it that when I try to
reach out to somebody, that person doesn't understand my
heart?"

While I was crying I was made aware of my own vocabulary
in praying to Heavenly Father. My words were, "my suffering,
my pain, how do I overcome my difficulty." I'm only twenty-
six, but how long did Father, how long did Mother suffer?
How long did humanity, my brothers and sisters suffer? I have
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It is within each and everyone of us to
become perfect, to become the image
of a true son or daughter so that we
can never, ever fall away from God.

True Parents; I have the living example but many people didn't.
When I realized this I really repented and I told myself, "In
my life I will not only be true in what I do, but will be true in
what I say, so that what I say and what I do are one and the
same." True Parents are the first man and the first woman
who have truly lived and survived the test of consistency in
word and deed.

Consistent with what you do
How do you tell the difference between a false prophet and
a true prophet? How do you know what I'm saying is true?
How do you know whether you're being true? There's the test
of consistency. You have to be consistent not only in what you
say, but also in what you do. You claim that you're going to
restore the world, you claim that you're going to live for the
sake of our True Parents, you claim that you're living for the
sake of God, but then you're found in the gutter of Forty-
second Street with a prostitute. Has that person passed the
test of consistency? No. If I stand here and say, I'm going to do
such and such because I am a true daughter, but then you
don't see me doing those things, can I claim that I'm a true
daughter? No. What you pledge must be consistent with what
you do.

We have made the decision to come to work for God, to
work for True Parents, to work for the sake of the world. Why?
Because we love our Heavenly Father, because we love our
True Parents, because we love the world, and we want to make
a better place for our children. You are the one who made that
decision. You can walk out any day and go back to your old
life. You are here because you want to live a true life centered
upon true love.

I know that some of you have been on mobile fundraising
teams for such a long time. You wake up early, you develop
little sores on your feet knocking at the same doors; day in
and day out, having yogurt for breakfast, stopping at a fast
food restaurant for dinner. Many times you cannot feel God
because you feel so mechanized and you seek a central figure
saying, "Help me, give me life." I think that the life that you
are seeking is within yourself, it is within our own heart, and
it is partially our responsibility to help our central figures.

They're working just as hard running together with you.
In a sense you have to help out the central figure, and he will
do the best that he can for your sake. In that unity you produce
result, you produce life, you produce love and ultimately you
bring victory to our True Parents. We have the tremendous re-
sponsibility to love humankind, to love our brothers and sis-
ters, to love our central figure, to love the world, to love even
Satan ultimately.

Father said a long time ago, "I never declared I was perfect;
it was Satan who acknowledged my perfection." It was by look-
ing at Father, by testing Father, by seeing what he's doing and
by seeing the consistency of his words and his deeds that even
Satan himself realized this Rev. Moon is a true man, this Mrs.
Moon is a true woman, and Satan bowed down.
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We need love
That is the kind of True Parents we're dealing with. They're
not just an image; they're not just something that's far away.
They're here with you suffering with you in spirit, working
together with you from morning to night. I know that when
you're on MFT and witnessing teams day in and day out,
many times it's so tiring, many times it's so cold, but I want
you to remember that Father, Mother and the True Children
are with you. We are really with you, and when you see me,
before you see me as In Jin Nim I want you to think of me as
your sister. I want you to develop this kind of heartistic con-
nection with True Family because we are people too, just like
God, we need love. Just like Heavenly Father; there needs to
be a give and take of love and I think that is what we really
should strive for in terms of our movement, in terms of New
York, in terms of our family.

True Parents are the embodiment of true love. Many times
I see the way Father reacts to Mother; I see the way Mother
reacts to Father. I see that little twinkle in their eyes when they
see each other. I see the way Father loves Mother. Father hon-
ors Mother; Father is always praising Mother and Mother is
doing the same, constantly praising each other, loving one
another. That is the ideal relationship between a man and a
woman.

A couple of members came to me saying "Father's love
and Mother's love." To me there is True Parents' love. That
should be our vocabulary. The thing that makes our truth so
real, is that we have True Parents. They are your parents as
well as my parents. For me, when Mother walks into a room,
I see Mother and Father, I see True Parents. When I'm stand-
ing here it is not In [in Nim, it is my family you're looking at.

Don't carry division
When you're analyzing either a passage, a poem or a story,
the greatest mistake one can make is to forget the holistic view,
the main reason why this guy did this. Don't forget that I'm

part of a larger whole, I am only the color red in a rainbow.
Behind me are my brothers and sisters, above me there are
True Parents. This is a movement of unification, of harmony,
of trying to unite the difficult contrasting elements of our lives
into one. True Parents have united man and woman, so please
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within our movement, do not go around dividing. Do not say,
"I'm an American blessed child; he's a Korean blessed child;
therefore, he's better than me." If a Korean blessed child said
that to an American blessed child, he has lost the meaning of
Father and Mother.

When you see Japanese members coming to this country
don't say, "Here comes another cart full of work horses." Don't
treat your brothers and sisters like that; they're coming here
to save this country. Maybe they came because I didn't work

Above: In lin Nim prays over the offering table. True Parents
were officiating at the birthday celebration in Korea.
Left: After the prayer she offers the traditional cake from the
table to the children.

hard enough so they had to come to help. There's so much an-
tagonism between Japan and America. If someone accuses you
of being lazy, you should think about it. Why is Japan calling
America lazy? If someone has something valid to say, take it
in and respond with love, not, "Who are you, you short little
black things?" Reflect upon it. Am I really lazy? They work on
Saturdays. They don't have working hours from nine to five.

When someone says, "Oh! You just seem so selfish to me."
Before you react to that statement, think about it. Father says
we should turn everything into victory with true love. What
does that mean? It means that no matter what Satan puts in
front of you, no matter what Satan does to you, you respond
with true love. You ask yourself, Why? What can I learn from
this? If you do that more and more, maybe the person who
called you selfish will come and say, "My dear brother, I called
you selfish, but I didn't mean it," then you can say, "What you
said, it really made me think, so I went to the prayer room
and prayed for four hours; I think now I'm a better person.
Thank you."

Can you imagine what kind of relationship that will be-
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come? You can say; "You don't like me; how can J make my-
self better? How can I become a better person for True Parents,
for God, humanity and the world?" In that sense, we can rid
our church of needless suffering. If you really think about it,
most of the suffering is self-inflicted. "He doesn't understand
me," "He's blocking my creativity," "He doesn't see what kind
of potential I have," "My central figure is just stopping me, so
I can't do anything." Instead of thinking or talking that way,
work together to bring about victory. Let us develop the heart

of respecting each other.

Make him your brother
Are you the kind of person who
takes a calculator and adds up
everything good you did? For in-
stance, when you're really trying
to make unity with a person: "I
brought him coffee, gave him a
massage; I always present my-
self with a smile, but he still
growls at me. Why?" Then you
start to get really angry with him.

What did Father teach us to
do? Forget about it! Who cares
whether he smiles back or not?
What matters is whether you are
going to make him your true
brother. If all of us have that
kind of attitude, the Kingdom of
Heaven is here!

In the Islamic tradition they
have a saying, "All of God's
creation is to glorify the Lord Al-
lah." Everything we do is a sign,
everything that exists is a sign
from God, a representation of
God. This is one place in the
world in which colors don't mat-
ter, religion doesn't matter,

whether you are a man or a woman doesn't matter; you have
equal responsibility to perfect yourself. This is the only place!

When I hear that our brothers and sisters from the Muslim
countries are here to listen to the Principle, to learn from our
True Parents, I am inspired because the event that Father and
history have been prophesying all these years, where all the
distinctions will be dissolved in the realm of true love-it's
happening right here and now.

All be one in Christ
I see blessed children sitting down front. For you, True Parents
are your true examples; see how they relate to each other in
love, in total awe of one another. They love each other so much
that Father claims that he cannot sleep without Mother. Moth-
er claims she cannot sleep without Father.

He loves my Mother so much that wherever Mother goes,
he is with her, and vice versa; wherever Father goes, Mother
is with him. That is the image of love our church presents to
the world, it is the love between a man and a woman, that
pure chaste love of unselfishness, of sacrifice where positions
don't matter; whether you're handsome or beautiful it doesn't
matter, whether you have a Ph.D. or are a high school drop-
out, it doesn't matter. In the realm of love these things don't
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matter.
St. Paul wrote in Galatians

3:28, "Neither Jew nor Greek,
neither male or female; for yor
are all one in Christ." that verse
is being fulfilled, right now.
Here we have transcended all
social distinctions, all racial
distinctions, all political and
economic distinctions, to a
new realm of true love. In True
Parents we have the liberation
of God, of humanity, of man's
heartaches, women's heart-
aches. All become dissolved
and made one in the realm of
love.

If you have a wife, she's
really working hard, she loves
you-honor her, praise her
and glorify her; your wife will
weep in inspiration and treat
you like the king of kings. If
you have a husband, love
him, follow him and make
him a proud son and a father
of your children and in that sense you yourself will be even
greater, and that man will honor you as his wife.

When I hear stories about some members hitting their wives
I get really upset. Your wife is the embodiment of holiness;
your husband is the embodiment of holiness. You cannot treat
her as your property. You have to love her; you have to honor
her; you have to make her into a true woman. Likewise, I've
heard stories about a lot of wives giving hard times to their
husbands saying "That brother is a lawyer making money;
what are you doing? Bring home some bread!" and complain-
ing like that. Let me ask you sisters, would you rather have
Donald Trump as your husband with all his money and all his
glitter who cheats on his wife, or would you rather have a true,
righteous man, even if he were a beggar? You would have a
true man, right?

When you practice true love, infidelity goes away, promiscu-
ity goes away. Devotion to one spouse, devotion to one family
replaces those evils. That's the blessing that Heavenly Father
wants us to experience. How can you destroy the very person
through which you will become perfect? How can you de-
stroy your other half? That's like cutting your body in half.

Let's say the right hand is the subject and the left hand is
the object. Does it make sense to try to see which one is higher,
which one is lower? Maybe some of you want two right hands
since the subject is so much better. Okay, take two right hands,
take your two right legs, where are you going to go? You'll be
a pogo stick, jumping in your own space. I want you to utilize
everything that God gave you; use your right hand, use your
left hand, in unity. Please respect each other, love each other;
treat your husband or wife like they are the source through
which you will become whole.

You are our future
That's why you blessed children have to realize what an im-
portant role you play. As the second generation you are the
future and the hope of our movement. Whatever you do will
be a textbook to which future generations will look and follow.
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Above: Representing True Parents, In iin Nim (far r.) receives the
gift of beautiful flowers from David Hose (far I.) and Kwon }in Nim
(center r.) receives flowers as iin Sung Nim (center I.) applauds.
Right: The True Children cut the birthday cake.

I know when you are in your teenage years, many of you
are faced with drugs, sex, drinking, what's cool, what's pop-
ular. In the teenage years, what's the most important thing?
Popularity! Whether I'm recognized by the other sex, to be
hot stuff, right? Somehow God is secondary, sometimes even
True Parents. You have to realize that each and everyone of
you ... what's your name? Shi Hon, you are the representation
of True Parents. Now you say it, "1am the representation of
True Parents." Wherever you go, people will see True Parents.

If the teacher is lecturing and you're picking your nose he
will say, "Oh, did Rev. Moon teach him to do that? Did Mrs.
Moon teach him to do that?" You have to remember that you
are representing True Parents, so you have to dress nice. 1know
that the fashion today is rapper fever, right? They dress with
strange hats and they look like they're going to mug you, but
the funny thing is that they take the microphone and start rap-
ping. 1know that's the fad and I know that many of you want
to rap to the beat, go to school dances, have boyfriends, all
these things. The most important thing you have to remem ber
as blessed children is that you are representing True Parents.

If you become a prime minister in the future, then people
will say, "Oh! she was born on such and such date; she's a
blessed child; she's pure; she's a number one student, excellent
in everything. She deserves to be prime minister." That's the
kind of record 1want to see. When they see that, they're going
to say, "Ah! no wonder, she is a blessed child. She is a child of
True Parents. No wonder she's so beautiful; it's because she
has true love. Now it makes sense." When they see you, they
experience the things that you're doing. You really have to
pray a lot, you have to think about how you can contribute to
your other brothers and sisters, to this movement, how you can
give, always constantly giving, not thinking about receiving
all the time.
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"A-l" and "three no-no's"
I know that a lot of you are in school. The number one thing,
until you receive a formal direction from Father, is to do your
best wherever you are. If you're in high school, be the best
athlete, be the best debater, be the best student. If other people
can do it, you can do it. You have the power of true love be-
hind you, you have the whole spirit world working for you,
praying for you, urging you on. We can have a great heart, but
if you don't actualize it, it just means nothing. Father doesn't
have enough capable people to do the things that he wants
them to do. What does the second generation have to do? You
have to be the best in whatever you're doing so that when
people look at you, they say, "Oh! Mrs. Jones, that ballerina,
Victoria, she's a Unificationist, that's why she's so smart. She's
an A-I student." That's the kind of thing I want to hear the
outside world say about our future leaders. You have to be
acknowledged by Satan himself.

The perfect example that you have to think about is Father
at Danbury. Danbury is a prison, the lowest place that a person
can go in society. What did Father do in Danbury? He received
the award for a model prisoner. He was the A-I prisoner. If
you get an A-I certificate of merit from your school, that's do-
ing the best you can be doing in that situation. I don't want

you to neglect your studies for your faith; you have to do them
together. You have to grow spiritually, physically, intellectually;
you have to develop capabilities so you can do the things that
Father wants you to do in the future-to do all the things that
we could not do now because of lack of professionalism in a
certain area. You are the future leaders of our movement.

Next time if I get a chance, Shi Hon, I would like to see
your report card, Okay? [Note: Shi Hon did show In fin Nim
her report card at the next birthday and In fin Nim was mostly
pleased.] If anyone gets a D or an F,you should be ashamed.
Can you get a C? No. Can you get a B, second to the best? No.
What you want is an A. From now on you are in the A-F scale.
Everything below an A is an F in your mind, okay? I want
you to be the best student.

Nowadays if you drink you're not hip, if you smoke you're
not hip. Times are changing. It's better; take advantage of that.
Heavenly Father is working, Heung Jin Nim is working up in
spirit world and our True Parents are here working together.
So you really have no excuses, right Shi Hon?
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When you practice true love, infidelity
goes away, promiscuity goes away.
Devotion to one spouse, devotion to
one family replaces those evils. That's
the blessing that Heavenly Father
wants us to experience.

What are the three no-no's that we talked about before? The
three no's for the blessed children are: NO SMOKING, NO
DRINKING AND NO MALE AND FEMALE PROBLEMS.
When your friend Ann says, "How come you don't go out?
You don't realize how much fun you can have at the prom."
You say, "You see Ann, you may have all those things, but I
have something you don't have. I have true love. For me true
love is so satisfying that I don't need drugs. I don't need al-
cohol, I don't need boyfriends. I'm fine as I am. Also, I am
already pledged to my future husband."

Why are you sighing? I know Father believes that some-
where on earth your spouse was born for you, maybe in Afri-
ca. Your pledged husband is waiting for you. Twenty years
down the line if he finds out that you smoked and you drank
and that you gave your first kiss to some boy who just stole it,
took the first kiss away from you, what's your husband going
to say? He's going to feel sad because that first touch, that
first kiss, that first embrace is the most crucial. That cannot be
replaced. Once it's lost, it's gone forever! That's why you real-
ly have to think that you're already engaged. You can say,
"Heavenly Father had a spouse prepared for me ever since I
was born." In the teenage world nothing is consistent and if
you stand as a rock, your friends will come to respect you.
Then your friends will say, "Gee, that Christina, she was weird
at first, but I've come to realize that she really believes in
something; 1don't believe in anything."

You have to be prepared and show what you really believe
in. 1used to tell everyone 1met that 1was already engaged.
"Show me his picture," they would say; 1said, "I don't know
him, but I'm engaged." Just like me, you have to believe that
somewhere there might be a little fish-eye waiting for you.
Now 1know he was in McLean, Virginia. What? Fish-eye is
not a derogative name. You know, Father loves fish. Fish is
very important-human beings cannot live without fish and
it's wonderful that my husband just happens to look like one.
I have no problem with that. Maybe at the beginning he used
to smell a little bit more like fish, so he was difficult to get my
hands on, but that's okay. With my true-love eye vision he is
the most handsome, kind fish 1have ever met. Furthermore, 1
love him more for it, okay? It's okay, you don't have to worry
about my husband's ego; we have this understanding and we
have this true love.

Important blessing
I will give you a little testimony about my blessing, because I
want you to realize, especially the blessed children, how impor-
tant the blessing is.

When Father chose that husband for me, it was hell. 1
couldn't imagine another day of sunlight. 1couldn't imagine
myself going on any longer. However, over the years 1have

CONTINUED ON PAGE 37
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INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP SEMINAR IN THE CIS

Massive Education
by Dr. james A. Baughman

Iwould like to share a few thoughts
regarding my recent visit [returned
February 27] to the Commonwealth

of Independent States (CIS),which is
composed of twelve republics, and the
three independent Baltic countries.

This visit was for a workshop which
took place in the Crimea, located near
the northern Black Sea. A total of three
thousand students came from various
institutes and universities in many of the
western republics. In March a seminar
for high school students begins, which it
is hoped about seven thousand will at-
tend. This will also include high school
teachers, and college students from the
republics that have not been involved as
yet. By the end of this seminar, and by

the beginning of April, there will be some
foundation in the entire CIS.

Last summer there were about three
thousand students involved in a program
which occurred in four or five locations.
The seminars were consecutive in nature.
I taught several seminars back-to-back
this past summer, for a total of about for-
ty days. [See Todau's World, November
1991.] In the case of the Black Sea
program, all seminars were held
simultaneously. This made it nec-
essary to have eighteen different lo-
cations, eighteen sets of equipment,
and eighteen groups of staff for the
seminars. There were two advanced
workshops, several intermediate,
and the rest mostly beginners.

What is interesting about
this is that we are getting more
and more parents and profes-
sors involved. We are not just
teaching young people. The
high school seminars in March
are also going to be held at the
same time in twenty-one loca-
tions. That means twenty-one
lecturers, twenty-one co-

ordinators, twenty-one group leaders,
equipment, everything. What is going
on there is a massive mobilization. You
can imagine doing this, in a country
where it is hard to get vehicles, and gas
is not always available. We have to rent
trains for thousands of people. It is sim-
ilar to what it was like at Washington
Monument-massive!

The relative cost, compared to any-
where else, is still fairly low. However,
the exchange rate is rapidly changing,
offering less rubles for the dollar. By the
end of this year, prices could be compar-
able to prices in America. To do this now
is very important, since it is a "window
of opportunity," which Dr. Seuk often
talks about.

As an advisor to CARP in America
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Left: Dr. loon Ho Seuk speaks to the Lecture Practice Workshop on True Parents' Birthday at Gurzuf "Sputnik" Camp.
Right: lin Hun Nim speaks to the Lecture Practice Workshop about living a life of faith and about the True Family.



The volunteer staff from America gather at the Gurzuf Central Military Camp for a group photo.

and to the ILSprogram, I have been par-
ticipating in their major activities, and
advising them about follow-up. Active-
ly involved in my hometown work in
Kansas and USA activities throughout
the country, my other responsibilities in-
clude the development of the education
work for our movement. It is America,
then, which is contributing to the ILS
work. For instance, two hundred and
fifty members of our movement here in
America went over there this time. All
of them volunteered and paid their own
way. Some of them even quit their jobs
and had to find new jobs when they
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came back.
Father gave Dr. Seuk this CIS respon-

sibility, but the missionaries who went
over there were basically approved vol-
unteers. The people who staff these
workshops were in most cases members
from the United States, which is very in-
ternational anyway-Northern European
Americans, Hispanic Americans, Orien-
tal Americans, and African Americans.
It is an amazing spread. In about a year
and a half, close to five hundred mem-
bers from our church in America have
gone at least once.

I think it is unique and exciting that

Rev. Won Pil Kim, president of the Unification Church in Europe, gives his testimony of
life with Father in the early years as Mrs. Moon Hye Seuk translates.
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Father has given us all an opportunity
to respond to a particular need which
he has described to us several times in
his talks. True Parents state what the
needs are and then we respond of our
own free will and pay for it. It is not just
paying the ticket money, but many kinds
of things happen on the family level. No
one really knows that until they do it. I
feel that this is a great opportunity for
America and our movement to give it-
self for the benefit of the elder brother.
That itself will bring great blessing to
the world.

Following in Father's footsteps
Rev. Won Pil Kim also came to the Black
Sea this time. He mentioned that it is
critical that America is sacrificing for
this project and serving. It is like follow-
ing in Father's footsteps, Jacob serving
Esau, but now we are doing it as a move-
ment.

This is only one dimension of what
Father is doing right now. He has in-
spired the Women's Federation for
World Peace, the USA tour in America,
and the opening of in North Korea. This
is just one of the courses that Father has
gone which we are able to follow.

Rev.Kim was very inspired to see
that I was still involved. He felt that, my
being there represents the American
movement. He then said that one of Fa-
ther's goals is to try to create an exchange
situation so that the members who join
in the CIS will come to America, maybe
even five thousand. They will literally
be involved in saving this nation. That
does not mean we have to wait for
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them.
I want to encourage members to real-

ly get involved in the USA tour project
here. Nevertheless, in a way what is
happening now in the CIS is also hap-
pening in America. They will come and
it is indemnity to leave your country
and go to another country.

Rev. Kim emphasized that it is impor-
tant for us now to pay the price, as Amer-
icans, by serving them now so we are
not indebted to them in the future when

things took place. First of all, it was Fa-
ther's and Mother's birthday, so we cel-
ebrated. We did it by saying pledge in
the morning at seven o'clock and inviting
anyone who wanted to come. A third of
our class actually came to pledge: the
bows, the pledge, unison prayer, every-
thing. Many of them were in tears. At
graduation, one sister said that her deep-
est experience at the whole seminar was
the prayer at pledge service.

If you had seen them at the begin-
ning, you would
know what I am
talking about. It was
really hard to get
these people to settle
down and be se-
rious. Some of them
came to party and
have a great time
with their friends
during their break.
For it to end four-
teen days later with
nearly thirty or so
people at pledge
was really quite a
breakthrough. Al-
most all of them
signed up to be
group leaders for
the high school sem-
inar in March. They
were afraid to sign

up at first because they felt they would
not be able to answer the questions.
They knew they would have to start get-
ting serious. Now they are studying the
Principle, so they can become group
leaders. There are some tremendous
commitments going
on over there, by the
thousands-really
core people.

They hold a Sun-
day service now in
the school auditor-
ium which is a little
bigger than the con-
ference dining room at East Garden. It
seats about three hundred people. For
the first time in the history of the church
over there, it was packed with over four
hundred people on the Sunday after the
Black Sea program. They could not even
get in the door. They were standing in
the aisles, and sitting on the floor. The
reason was that a lot of these new grad-
uates brought their friends, parents and
teachers.

Representatives of the major World War 1/ powers offer prayer
at Lavadia Palace.

they come here.
I taught about eighty students at a

fourteen-day advanced seminar. Many
of them had not heard the Principle in
depth. We were encouraged by Dr. Seuk
to take them as deep as we could. The
hardest thing for them is to understand
prayer and spirit world, as well as hav-
ing a personal experience with God.

There they struggle with things be-
cause they are without the direct Chris-
tian foundation. In a way, you have to
revive the value of Christian principles
and virtues first, then they can compre-
hend a higher understanding of the Prin-
ciple. It takes longer. Materialism, hedon-
ism, and other attitudes that were spread
because of Marxist-Leninist ideology are
still deeply ingrained in their thought.
However, once they break through, they
are tenacious. They really hang on. They
are very pious and fervent in their belief,
in faith and in prayer.

Pledging together
On the last day of our seminar several
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In order to resurrect Christianity, we
cannot just get Americans and religious
organizations to recognize the problem,
but literally to teach the Principle.

I met one physics professor there from
Moscow State University. It was his first
Sunday service. He had come to see what
it was about. He was so excited. He want-
ed to know if I was going to come back
and teach at Moscow State, as I did in
1990. He said that if I did that, he would
bring his whole nuclear physics depart-
ment, which means probably several
hundred students.

These are the kinds of people coming,
the mothers and fathers of the children.
We are able to create a congregation there
of families; it is not just young people.

In the CIS now, the pioneer seminar
stage was a kind of formation or witnes-
sing stage-almost like what went on in
America and all the other countries in
the beginning of our church. For instance,
the western European and American
members who are there now in this "mis-
sionary" role, including the missionaries
who were sent some ten or twelve years
ago, are like the missionaries from Ko-
rea that came to America. These are the
Young Oon Kims, David Kims and 80
Hi Paks. In a way, it is the Westerners
who are filling that position. They know
how serious that role is.

Past the pioneering stage
That pioneering stage has happened so
fast that now, we are quickly moving into
the growth stage. They are not just stu-
dents any more, many of them are core
members. They attend pledge and they
are ready to start giving sermons and
teaching workshops. In fact, there is a
fundraising program in St. Petersburg
now, every Saturday, where people fund-
raise. It is not a pioneer seminar stage

anymore. Although seminars continue,
the idea of creating congregations and
main churches, and deepening the roots
of these people, is what is being empha-
sized now. So they are quickly moving
into this new stage of growth; if it is
successful, the move to the perfection
stage ultimately will be the blessing of
these new members. They will take over
the movement there; that is Father's goal.
The activity over there is advancing into
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Thethree representatives of America, Russia and
Chinaoffer the "new" Yalta agreement to True
Parentsthrough Dr. and Mrs. Seuk under the
statue of Lenin at Vladimer Lenin Sanitorium.

this new stage. We are talking about
hundreds of core members building our
church there now.

Our seminar was right in the town
of Yalta. It was beautiful there wi)l;1.the
mountains and everything. Lavadia Pal-
ace was the location where Churchill,
Roosevelt and Stalin signed the Yalta
Agreement. It was soon after that the
Potsdam Treaty took place as well. These
two conferences, held near the end of
World War II, were where western Eu-
rope and America sold out eastern Eu-
rope, Germany, and Korea. Between
these two conferences, eastern Europe
became enslaved and the Baltic States
became enslaved. Germany was split,
and Korea was split. While all the other
nations were releasing their colonies in
the world, this began a new phase of co-
lonialization on the part of the Soviet
Union. It was actually reinforced with
those conferences.

These republics are demanding, and
getting, independence. The Baltic states
just recently became independent. A
year or two ago, eastern Europe finally
became independent, separate nations
again. The Germanies reunited, and now
we are in the final phase of that coloniali-
zation period, with North and South Ko-
rea moving toward unification. For over
forty years, millions of people died and
suffered because of that conference.

We realized that it was significant
that we were there. In fact, on the day
we talked about the world wars in the
lecture, we also had scheduled to go to
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visit Lavadia Palace. We drafted another
Yalta agreement. It said that whereas
those three leaders came together repre-
senting our nations, to make this deter-
mination which affected millions of peo-
ple in countries that had no voice at all
in the matter, we resolved that we would
take responsibility somehow for this and
begin to ease the resentment, that we
would now sign a conditional pact
which would mark our determination to
ease the pain and heal the wounds of the
millions of people who suffered under
this time period, including with the sep-
aration of families.

Our Yalta proclamation was also writ-
ten in conjunction with True Parents'
God's Day motto for this year-"Unifi-
cation of the New Nation." We acknow-
ledged that over the last few years the
nations which were enslaved by Soviet
colonialism as a result of the Yalta and
Potsdam conferences have been liberated
to begin histories as new nations. The
Eastern European nations, reunified
Germany, the independent Baltic states
and the autonomous twelve republics
are all previous Soviet colonies starting
a new era of national identity again. Even
the Russian republic has an opportunity
to re-establish its identity as a new nation
since it is now liberated from accusation
by the other states as being the center of
colonial oppression.

Now, however, the task facing all these
new nations is internal unification in
terms of resolving racial and ethnic strife.
All that remains of the consequences of
these post-war conferences is the reunifi-
cation of Korea, and that time is quickly
approaching.

The representatives were: Jin Hun

Nim, Un Jin Nim's husband (Korea); Roy
Morgan (Britain); Irena Kashirina (Rus-
sia); Kiyoshi Nishi (Japan); Chen Fong
(China); and myself (America). (We did
not have anybody representing Ger-
many, so I took responsibility for it.) We
read this declaration, signed it, and then
most of our class signed the proclama-
tion as well. Then we went outside and
did a prayer condition. It was blowing
snow and very cold.

To be standing out in the cold praying
was hard but they stood out there with
us and were very moved. The sister from
Russia who prayed was just one of the
students there; but her prayer was very
deep-repenting for Stalin and other
things. At the end of our seminar the
students said, "We want to offer our
True Parents this condition. It is our True
Parents' Birthday today, so it is a good
birthday present." We gave the declara-
tion to Dr. Seuk to offer to Father. We felt
that it was a small condition which we
wanted to make for the reunification of
Korea. This is how they were talking af-
ter fourteen days.

CIS people know that dangers are
coming into their country. Pornography,
drugs and the Mafia are already there.
They know they need leadership train-
ing, and they know we are the only ones
doing anything substantial.

America has a problem
In America, the problem is that people
do not know that they need something.
Of course, they want to place blame on
Reagan or Bush for the economic prob-
lems, but those are just external mani-
festations of a much deeper problem
which many people in America are now

Traditional dancers entertain the workshop participants.
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realizing. For instance: the breakdown
of the family, immorality, drugs, and the
manifestations of those things in terms
of crime, AIDS, and so forth. People are
beginning to realize we have a problem.

The USA tour is very timely, because
we can capture that moment and say,
"Yes, this is what Father has been saying
for many, many years. We have a prob-
lem here, and he has the answer."

What is going on in America now is
really only formation, to awaken Amer-
ica to the fact that we have a problem
and we need something. That is what
the USA tour is actually doing in its
present form. I feel that is the greatest
accomplishment at this point-in what

it is doing to recognize and pull togeth-
er this coalition of organizations around
America dealing with immorality, youth
and family development.

The next stage it has to go to quickly
is the education stage. That is where the
CIS is at. We have to start teaching Prin-
ciple in a massive way. We cannot just
say we have a problem and work in sol-
idarity for social concerns. Many other
religious traditions stopped at the social
welfare, social gospel type of issue and
never got into teaching of basic principles
which will restore, revive, even resurrect
a new sense of morality. In the CIS, a
whole new morality is going on there.

In order to resurrect Christianity, we
cannot just get Americans and religious
organizations to recognize the problem,
but must literally teach the Principle. I
feel that is the next stage. It is not enough
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to have meetings
and a coalition,
but to move into
an education
sphere.

We need to be
thinking now
how to move to
that phase soon
after the meeting
in these two hun-
dred and fifty cit-
ies throughout
the United States.

I am committed to contributing to that
providence on this level of Principle ed-
ucation. Everybody in the movement has
really suffered in the last year, financially
and in other ways. My commitment to
the project in the CIS, as well as my com-
mitment to the USA tour, is strong. I'll
find the means to stay involved.

Members need to hang in there and
really participate when they go back to
their hometowns. We cannot just try to
escape or try to entrench in terms of tak-
ing care of our immediate financial and
family concerns. That is exactly what
would kill us. In this difficult time, we
need to branch out even more. This is
really the time when we have to sacrifice
even more deliberately-for the projects
overseas. It will come back to save Amer-
ica. Things are opening up in China and
North Korea, as well. We may be in-
volved in that.

ters-i.e., God's Warning to the World,
God's Will and the World, the Home
Church book, the twelve talks, Father's
speeches-which are just collecting dust.
It is better to get them to someplace
where people can actually read them.
The Divine Principle is now being print-
ed in Russian. People read profusely
there. Many people read English. If peo-
ple cannot make donations, at least lo-
cate some of these books and pay for
the shipping to get them over there.
Contact the ILS office about how to do it
effectively, so that it gets to where it is
supposed to go.

Of course, people can just go, even
one time. Or a member of their family
should go. Just to taste it, to see what is
going on. Not only will it give them an
idea of Father's broader vision, but also
help them connect with the work here,
give them more inspiration about what
is going on here, in America.

How you can help
I want to urge members to connect with
the hometown providence. Father has a
reason for asking that. Part of it I think
is to get us to help with the local USA
tours I think. It is also to liberate mem-
bers to participate, at least once, in the
rEPICIS activity. I think it would give
people a spark, a renewal of hope and
also the ability to see Father's larger
world vision. We can participate in vari-
ous ways.

One thing you can do is to make do-
nations to ILS. CARP is having to cover
a lot of these expenses with their fund-
raising. There are certainly funds coming
in to support the project, but nothing
near what is needed. If members cannot
go to the CIS, but would like to partici-
pate, they can make some kind of dona-
tion to CARP or the ILS to support the
activities.

The other thing is that there is a lot of
literature lying around in church cen-

Re-energize ourselves
I remember, the last part of 1988, Father
was talking about how America had to
go down. We had to sacrifice. It was
several months before Father declared
that he had finished the eight-step course
which basically talked about the process
of going down, so that you could resur-
rect to a much higher level, much higher
blessing. Everything is consistent with
what Father has been talking about for
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Divine Principle Workshop for
University Students in the Black Sea

Between January 26 and April 1 over ten thousand top university and high school students and teach-
ers heard Principle in the CIS. This report is about the university portion of those programs.

1992.That it would be significant in
terms of its being the last year of Father's
seven-year course, since his forty-year
foundation. We are now in that last year.
We are witnessing history.

Above all, we should not lose our
sense of energy or vision, our commit-
ment. It is always at the last moment
when people think that it is not the last
moment, or forget that it is the last mo-
ment, when we give up. We find out lat-

The 1992 Black Sea Winter Work-
shop for university students and
professors of the former Soviet

Union (Commonwealth of Independent
States (CIS) and the Baltic states) took
place in the Crimea in the south of the
Ukraine from January 26 to February 9.

Apri/1992

er on that it was right before the finish
line, if we had just persevered. That is
why Jesus, talking about the Last Days,
would always say that those who per-
severed, endured to the end, would be
saved.

I really feel that this is a time when
we have to re-energize ourselves. True
Parents are moving at a faster pace than
ever before. We cannot get overwhelm-
ed. It is not a time for retreating or en-

R o TRE p

by Tony Devine

Over 3,160 participated in twenty-seven
different workshops over a period of
two weeks in eighteen different work-
shop sites. This was the largest Divine
Principle workshop in Unification
Church history.

Overview of the program
The workshops consisted of a fourteen-
day lecture training workshop where a
core of advanced students were instruct-
ed how to teach Principle. There were
two fourteen-day advanced workshops,
a fourteen-day intermediate workshop,
nine intermediate level seven-to-ten day
workshops and thirteen beginner level
workshops. Participants had been select-
ed and assigned to a specific workshop
before coming to the Crimea, based on
the level of Divine Principle education
they had received previously. All of the
lectures were given using slides. Forty
thousand slides had to be made to be
able to accommodate the large capacity
we needed.

An orientation was held on January
22 and 23, in which the CIS missionary
staff explained the purpose and details
of the workshop program. Dr. [oon Ho
Seuk, the director of this program and

University students and professors attend
Divine Principle workshops.

trenching. It is time to really keep pace
with True Parents. Pray for the projects,
fundraise, take it out of our food money
if we have to. If we are willing to do
that, then not only will we help True
Parents, not only will North and South
be reunited, but we will save America,
finally. III

Dr. James Baughman is president of the
Unification Church of America.

president of the Unification Church in
the CIS and the Baltics, conveyed True
Parents' will and their expectation to all
of the workshop staff. Staff members
were then assigned to their respective
workshops.

The republics represented in the work-
shop included Russia, Ukraine, Belarus,
Uzbekistan, Kazakhstan, Kirghizia, as
well as the Baltic states of Latvia, Lith-
uania and Estonia.

One unusual story concerns five stu-
dents from Ekaterineburg, a distant city
in the Ural mountains between European
and Asian Russia. Even though no Unifi-
cation Church missionaries had ever vis-
ited their city, they saw a poster for the
winter workshop in the university and
were inspired to come. They traveled
three days by train to get to the Crimea
and became so inspired that their long
journey was more than justified.

Preparation in the cities
The preparation for the program had
begun several months earlier with mis-
sionaries doing follow-up education
with the graduates from previous semi-
nars and recruiting new people for the
winter seminar.

In each of the cities where our mis-
sionaries work, students were invited to
orientation programs to hear about the
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which meant no busi-
ness could be done
during this period.
This brought us crit-
ically close to our
deadline.

Brian remarked,
"God really took us
to the wire on this
one, because the
American staff were
arriving in the morn-
ing on January 20
and we negotiated
the contract for the
orientation site, and
signed it, at 7 p.m.

on the 19th. Even while the orientation
was going on, we were still securing
workshop sites. At one camp we signed
the contract just thirty minutes prior to
the students' arrival which meant that
the students were on their way to the re-
sort before the contract was signed!"

In the course of the program we had
to hire over two hundred buses and one
hundred cars-even an ambulance was
commandeered! The cars we used were
black Volgas previously used by com-
munist party bosses and driven by chauf-
feurs specifically trained to drive the
party chiefs. Many times our cars were
stopped by the police, as part of their
routine duties, but once they saw the
CARP sign which the transport company
had placed in the windshield, they al-
ways waved us on.

The workshop sites included three
Soviet Department of Defense resorts
and three communist party bosses' re-
treats. In most cases we were the first
Westerners ever allowed to stay in these

Rev. Won Pit Kim in traditional Russian fur hat, Dr. loon Ho
Seuk and Tony Devine visit Lavadia Palace (left to right).

winter workshop. In the tradition of all
International Leadership Seminars, the
students were strongly advised of the
"three no's": no smoking, no drinking
alcohol and no promiscuity or dating.
They had to sign a workshop application
form which included these conditions.
They also paid a workshop fee and were
responsible to pay their own transporta-
tion costs.

In early November 1991 two of our
brothers, Brian Stott and Dominique
Venuat, came to the Crimea to secure
the workshop sites. They visited more
than one-hundred resorts, rest camps
and sanatoriums (health resorts) and
had to face insurmountable challenges
in negotiating the contracts and having
the directors agree to the numerous spe-
cific requirements to create the proper
workshop environment.

One of the major difficulties was that
because of the changing political and ec-
onomic situation, no director wanted to
sign a contract until after January 2. On
that date all prices were
scheduled to increase four
times, and a new political
climate was taking shape
which created a lot of un-
certainty and instability.
Up to January 4 we were
only able to secure two
workshop sites.

Even though the new
prices were announced
on January 2, people still
didn't know how to read
just their own prices. Then
came January 6, the Rus-
sian Christmas, followed
by January 13, the Russian
New Year, not to mention
the weekend in between,
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Students offering insights into their traditions and customs through
skits on "Day of Heart," a workshop tradition.

places. This is an ironic development
considering the fact that it was Rev.
Moon who up to a few years ago had
been considered the archenemy of the
former Soviet Union. Yet today True
Parents' group is the first allowed to use
these former communist party resorts
and retreats.

The advanced professors' workshop
was held in Nijni Orianda, a very lux-
urious sanatorium previously used by
President and Mrs. Gorbachev and
members of the Brezhnev family.

..'

The significance of Yalta
All the workshop sites were near Yalta,
the site of the infamous 1945 meeting
between Roosevelt, Churchill and Stalin
in which the Western leaders failed to
prevent Stalin's consolidation of com-
munist power in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe. The result of this was
the communization of China, North Ko-
rea, Vietnam and the whole problem of
the Cold War. It is significant that we

should return to the very
place where the postwar
leadership failed in its re-
sponsibility to stop commu-
nism and host the first Di-
vine Principle workshop in
the new Commonwealth of
Independent States.

Also, not far from the
workshop sites was the da-
cha belonging to Mikhail
Gorbachev in which he was
imprisoned during the Au-
gust 1991 coup that precipi-
tated the collapse of the So-
viet Union and the end of
communism. Here in Yalta,
both the expansion and col-
lapse of communism occur-
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Mr. Igarashi (down front) leads the lecture practice as the students demonstrate their
ability to communicate the key points of the Principle. In their tearful representative
prayers before and after lectures one could feel their pure desire to know God's heart.

red. It is interesting to note that in this
very same place the second generation
of the former communist leaders are now
eagerly studying True Parents' Divine
Principle and are gaining fresh hope and
vitality for themselves and their new
nation.

Some special experiences
There are many moving stories about
experiences that students had during
the program. In one workshop a high
school teacher, previously a Komsomol
member who instructed her students in
Marxist-Leninist propaganda, testified
how she had received a strong urge to
go to the Crimea. She did not understand
why, since it was not the holiday season,
yet because of this incessant thought,
she finally submitted herself to it and
got on a train heading for the Crimea.
She unknowingly boarded the very same
train used by the students coming to the
workshop. A parent of one of the stu-
dents who was on the train witnessed to
her that all of the people travelling with
her were going to attend a program to
study Rev. Moon's Divine Principle.
Then this woman understood why she
was compelled to go to the Crimea and
asked if she could participate.

Lecture training workshop
One of the most profound workshops
was the lecture-training program. The
program was designed so that students
could learn how to competently lecture
the Principle. Their tearful representative
prayers before and after lectures were
very moving and inspiring: One could
feel their pure desire to know God's heart
and to understand the deeper meaning
of the Divine Principle and significance
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of True Parents.
Our workshop program was very

richly blessed with the presence of Jin
Hun Nim, Rev. Moon's son-in-law. He
traveled to all the workshop sites and
really shared his heart with staff and
students. He especially became very close
with many of the Commonwealth broth-
ers and sisters in the lecture-training
program.

During the second week, Rev. Won Pi!
Kim came from Germany and visited
many of the workshop sites. He gave
three presentations on his testimony
about Father's life to the lecture-training
workshop, which moved many of the
students to tears.

Dr. and Mrs. Joon Ho Seuk and Rev.
and Mrs. Zin Moon Kim also traveled to
all the workshop sites and shared their
inspiration with brothers and sisters and
students.

Conclusion
This is just a very brief summary of this
momentous event. There are thousands
of more stories and testimonies recount-
ing the experiences of those who par-
ticipated. Almost everybody eagerly ex-
pressed his desire to participate in the
advanced follow-up programs in the cit-
ies. For instance, in Moscow during the
first Sunday service following the Black

Sea workshop, the auditorium was jam-
packed and two hundred people were
not able to get in. They crammed near
the doorway so they could listen as best
as they could in the hallway outside. A
phenomenal opportunity came about to
educate thousands of high school stu-
dents and teachers during their spring
break at the end of March.

On behalf of all of the Unification
Church members from various depart-
ments and places who wholeheartedly
invested themselves in the students, we

would like to offer our gratitude for
making this workshop a victory. We are
forever grateful to our True Parents for
their love and investment that the peo-
ple of the new Commonwealth of In-
dependent States can come to know the
love of God in their lives, and as a result
that their new nation will quickly
prosper. III

Tony Devine is the executive director of
the International Leadership Seminar.

Editor's Note: 7,227 high school teachers
and students completed five-day Divine
Principle workshops in the Black Sea area
March 21-Aprill. One hundred of those
were in a ten-day advanced program. A de-
tailed report will be in the coming issue of
Today's World.

ILS Workshop Staff Appeal:
A minimum of fifteen thousand teachers, high school students, university students,
professors and parents will participate in advanced Unification Principle seminars
from June 20 to August 30 in the Baltic states. This program necessitates volunteer
staff members as lecturers and group leaders. Desperate. The due date for the re-
sponse for the first group leaving is Wednesday, May 6, the due date for the second
group is May 21. Please contact the ILS office at 4 W 43rd St., New York, N.Y. 10036
or call (212) 382-3821 Bjorn, Carol or Robin.
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Justice Prevails
by Betsy jones

This testimony about her trip to the CIS was given at a Sunday
service in Albany, New York.

"Thy kingdom is an everlasting kingdom and Thy dominion endures through-
out all generations. The Lord is faithful in all His words and gracious in all His
deeds. The Lord upholds all who are falling and raises up all who are bowed
down. The eyes of all look to Thee and Thou givest them their food in due sea-
son. Thou openest Thy hand, Thou satisfieth the desire of every living thing.
The Lord is just in all His ways and kind in all His doings."

Psalms 145: 73 - 77

"It is so amazing to hear this
great truth in this good place."

There is a line in the song we just
sang, "But other hearts in other
lands are beating with hopes

and dreams as true and high as mine."
The beauty of this experience for me
was to understand the heart of the peo-
ple and to understand how conscious
Heavenly Father has been of them and
our True Parents have been of them all
these years. In America we are con-
scious of our own suffering, our own
difficulties. When we can go to a coun-
try that has suffered a hundred times
more we realize that God is so con-
scious of the suffering that True Parents,
after Washington Monument, spoke so
much about going to Moscow. Then we
had no concept of why, after having this
victory here, we would
talk about going there.
Somehow this experience
for me showed that God's
going to do justice wher-
ever there has been suf-
fering. Wherever there has been suf-
fering God is determined to bring His
blessing in a mighty way.

"You can't imagine"
Right now He is just getting "both barrels
out" and He is giving everything to this
land, to the people that have been
through so much under the communist
leaders. They have been through so
much suffering with so little opportunity
to know God and to experience God.
Many of them had to hide Bibles; maybe
through their grandmothers they learned
something about prayer. Because of the
preparation of common suffering in that
country their minds can now absorb
truth and their hearts are so open to love.

Their reflections at the end of the
week were mainly about the Divine
Principle as a system of thought. They
were deeply struck by it, deeply moved
by it, deeply challenged by it. But to see
that number have such a response and
then to see their exams! Somehow they
are able to absorb the content and the
basic ideas of the Principle in a very
deep way. On the other hand, about
their personal situations, over and over
people said, "You can't imagine what
it's been like."

We had a hundred and thirty in our
overall group. They divided by a hun-
dred and thirty or a hundred and eighty
into eighteen different workshop sites
near the Black Sea on the coast. One by

was Sunday night and they were not
high-ranking people, so it was several
hours before they could get the proper
medical attention. Consequently the
baby only lived a few days because of
all the problems that should have been
taken care of hours before.

Another lad y was a teacher. I asked,
"Do you have children?" and she answer-
ed, "No, if I had a child I don't think I
could keep my job, and if I couldn't keep
my job I don't think we could live." She
was trying to be grateful that at least
they had a marriage, but their lives feel
so restricted.
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one they would tell you stories.
One lady was talking about what it

was like just feeding her son. She said,
"My son wants cheese, my husband goes
to buy it and it takes half our month's
salary just to buy a small piece. You'd
never be able to understand because if
you came here the Russian people would
put you in line first, that's their heart.
They would put you in line first, but
they would wait in line all day." They
work hard all week and then spend all
their day in food lines.

One lady in our group was a neuro-
surgeon, and I asked her if she had a
child. She got very sad and said that she
had a baby but it only lived a few days.
When she came in to have the baby it

New persons to educate
We began our time there with an orient-
ation period. Jack Corley spoke to us
about the Soviet Union and Dr. Seuk
talked about how True Parents are the
True Parents of this country and how he
wants to become a true citizen. He's been
there now sixteen times, and he was
challenging everyone to become new
persons to educate the Soviet students.
He said Father wants to invite five thou-
sand Soviet students to America to wit-
ness. They gave an example of how when
Ivy League students came to Russia
over the summer some of the proudest
students from America were humbled
by hearing the lectures from the Soviet
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the the students may have come to im-
prove their English or to take a peek at
these places where the communist lead-
ers were, but you could feel, and one
lady even said, "It is so amazing to hear
this great truth in this good place." No
matter what reasons brought them there,
the whole experience of being in that
place was such a restoration for them
and then hearing so much about God
and God's hope for them, it was like to-
tal restoration. Most of the sites were
right along the Black Sea, so you could
look out and see the sea, you could walk
right down to it; many of the students
would jump in the water (ten degrees),
and think nothing of it, they were so
happy to be there.

The staff was divided into lecturer,
coordinator, mother figure and team
leaders; you got your team one day be-
fore the students came. I was in a group
with Bob Beebe and Francis Bucking-
ham, Michael Kiely, and also Toby Fern-
sler. We set a strong condition for three
days of two people praying all night
long, and even though people were
bleary-eyed trying to keep up with the
schedule and the lectures, somehow that
condition brought the staff together.
They were doing that in all the work-
shops.

Unity had to come very quickly, and
all the things that can happen in a group
of people happened within the first
couple of days. There was no time, so
we just solved it. Everybody made that
kind of effort, everybody. They really
slugged it out and prayed it out and
made unity within our big teams. That
was the key so that God could have a
free reign on every group.

Lively song practices come before each
lecture. By the end "they would have
stayed all night singing."

and to focus on the students.
What helped my heart begin to be

prepared for this experience was when
they had three Soviet students, who are
lecturers, come and speak to us before
we met our groups. I really felt great ex-
citement beyond my own excitement
and purpose to be there; I could feel at
that moment that my heart was connect-
ed to God. I felt that these students are
God's hope for this whole country. They
were so powerful, each one of them ex-
pressed such gratitude for what they
had been given and their determination
to bring it to their country. They had
such different personalities and you
could feel that God will work with them
in a very special way.

Father said after repentance you
should cry tears of deepest gratitude be-
cause you are going back to God to be
restored. I felt this to be deeply true. Not
just for them, but for myself and for all
of us. Not just there, but here, we are
going back to God to be restored. You
see it through these young students
again, and you feel hope for that country.

students who were teaching the lectures.
Many of them said, "I couldn't take it

from you guys, I could only take it from
them." Because they have such depth of
heart and sincerity Father's plan is that
after they are well-educated in Principle
they will come to the United States.

Rev. and Mrs. Zin Moon Kim spoke
to us about teaching about God's heart.
Mrs. Kim talked about how she loved
and respected everyone who came be-
cause everyone could go and live their
own life but here we gathered to unite
into one purpose. She really helped
everybody focus on being there to unite
for one purpose with the students.

Then Jin Hun Nim challenged the
group even more when he asked, "How
many are here for their own purposes,
to get rebirth?" (I think prior to his talk
some of us on the staff were joking about
maybe we'll get a heartistic jump start.)
So he said, "Raise your hand if you are
here because you hope you will get
something for yourself from this experi-
ence." So people raised their hands and
very seriously he said, "I'll pay for your
tickets to go home because we can't use
you if you have that kind of desire." He
basically said that we have to be prepar-
ed to give everything to the students.
He turned everybody around to think
more deeply about why we were there

"Creat truth-good place"
Over last summer the workshops were
held in five different sites in the Baltics
and then as I said we had eighteen for
this group of three thousand. The amaz-
ing thing about these sites is that most
of them were completely off-limits for
most of the Soviet people. They were the
places where only the communist lead-
ers could go in the summer. So some of

"One night after a slow beginning we tried a square dance. It started their hearts
laughing and moving and feeling joyful." (center) Betsy Jones and (right) Michael Kiely
helping people have a great time.
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Square dance and skits
Some of the highlights of the first week
for me were seeing how God was trying
to use each type of person, even on the
staff. We'd share, "What do you think is
good for tonight's program?" One night
after things were having a slow start we
got the idea to have a square dance.
Some of us tried to figure-out the steps
and then we demonstrated it and more
and more people joined and then the
whole workshop got involved. Teachers
and students danced around, and it start-
ed their hearts laughing and moving and
feeling joyful.

Some of the other group leaders would
come and say, "This person has this prob-

and a lady who was like Barbara Wal-
ters is in America was interviewing
everyone. She said her daughter had
just attended the seminar the week be-
fore and she was so moved by her daugh-
ter's testimony. She said, "These seminars
this time along the Crimea are going to
be like the match that lights up the coun-
try." She was going to be sure that every-
body knew about this. She took all kinds
of film and it was on television. She was
just so happy about what her daughter
had received. She talked about how these
seminars will heal the hearts of the Rus-
sian people. She took it in a very deep
way.

Another struggle developed in the
second week. Some of the same students

from the first week came to
our group the second week
and also new students from
other places. We had a group
of one hundred and forty stu-
dents looking for something
more. Then the challenge was
how to make this intermediate

level a deeper experience. The second
week was John Williams and Ray Martin
as the lecturer and coordinator and the
group leaders. We struggled and Tony
Devine told us that from the second
week, from the inter-
mediate level, the number
of students that drop off is
very big because although
they love the Principle, the
very essence of it is really
understanding brother-
sister relationships and the
need to maintain that until
blessing. Some never could
see that beyond the work-
shop itself.

Wherever there has been suffering
God is determined to bring His

blessing in a mighty way.

lem, and that person is not really in
there" and yet the night of the skits,
everybody from their group got involv-
ed, even the ones that weren't sure why
they were there. They put these skits to-
gether and gave their whole heart.

We hadn't prayed together, because
it was the beginner level, but after the
skits we did. I think the first public
prayer was about how much they had
suffered. When I tried to walk down by
a group to go back to my seat, some of
the people just tried to hug me and said,
"Thank you for your sympathy to our
country, thank you for your sympathy
to our country, thank you."

I helped register some people the
next week. They were so eager, "Where
can I sign?" It happened that in our
workshop thirty percent stayed for the
second week and in one workshop sev-
enty percent stayed. That was the worst
workshop in terms of facilities. They had
no hot water, nothing, but somehow they
all wanted to stay. That was so beautiful.

The second week a call came from
the central camp, and they wanted some
of us to go to another workshop site;
they took our little team and put half of
it somewhere else. They did that to all
the teams because they wanted to make
more sites the second week.

The highlight of the second week
came when we had just started up with
the new group. Television cameras came

ing to get that point across, but we were
also trying to say, "You don't have to be
sixty in the Unification Church; you are
married at the top of the growth stage
and climb together."

We were talking about how your
genitals are your holy place and in mar-
riage that's where you and Heavenly
Father will come together, and so you
want to prepare that. If you had relation-
ships before, you want a period of pur-
ification. We spoke really strongly. Dr.
Seuk was is the back of the auditorium
and he really loved it. He said, "We have
to bring this to all the workshops. Make
it really clear." They were getting a lot
more internal guidance.

We asked if Joseph Schrattenecker
could give a talk on prayer. He gave a
very good talk on the prayer of repent-
ance first and then the prayer of grat-
itude. All the groups seemed to pick it
up. At night after whatever we did they
would go group by group down by the
ocean and start praying. This was amaz-
ing. One boy came up to the coordinator
and said, " Would you pray with me?
I've never prayed before."

Dr. Seuk said, "Focus on the ones
that are ready now and the others will
come back." So every day during the
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Very explicit
We decided to make things
very explicit. We weren't
sure we were doing the
right thing but at some
point in the second week
we gave a very clear talk
about the blessing and we
had a panel discussion once
a day. We would get up and they would
ask questions. They had many questions
about our marriages and how to prepare
for them. They had understood from
our theology that we must get married
when we are sixty because we have that
spiritual growth period and when are
you ever perfect anyway? We were try-

~
Coordinator Ray Martin (far r.) and mother figure Betsy Jones
with their students on an outing in the Crimea. "We spoke
really strongly."

discussion period we invited each team
leader to send the top person from their
group. We'd give out candy kisses and
they could ask questions of the lecturers.
We tried to make it a closer experience
for them and they really appreciated
it-rather than have the lecturer way up
on the stage. Then they recognized them-
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selves as being people who were really
responding to this. We did it three dif-
ferent days-so we had the top thirty at
least having some closer connection.

One boy had been to the Baltics and
this seminar and that seminar and he
said, "It's really hard to stand up for this
because if I tell people where I've been,
they say 'Moonies' and their eyes get
big." What he was really talking about
was having the courage to be the only
one in his university (which was further
away). He was thinking maybe he has to
move to a university closer to where
some of the missionaries are living. It's
really having an impact.

Another highlight the second week
was the entertainment. There were a lot
of very talented people musically. We
had somebody on the staff that could
play and sing about God. He had made
some songs up, and he would play and
sing about Heavenly Father. They loved
it. Then somebody would pray and then
the students got up and entertained.

They put on a skit where several boys
dressed up in military uniforms. One
was supposed to be Brezhnev and the
next was supposed to be Gorbachev giv-
ing a speech, but their words were inane,
"My wife is doing fine ... " In other
words these leaders were saying noth-
ing; they had several students in the
background going back and forth. It
showed that since 1917 till the present
that is all they have been doing, listening
to these speeches and having to march.
It was a very deep skit. You could see
that they are working it out as a people,
what they went through.

So much happened in each week that
it's hard to communicate it.

bye. So I said, "Let's
say goodbye the
night before so we
can say goodbye to
everybody." We got
all the people up on
the stage. The people
are intoxicated with
singing holy songs.
They loved them, all
the songs. We had a
really good guitar
player. When we'd
say, "We're going to
close now with

prayer," someone would say, "Can we
sing this one and can we sing that one?"
They would have stayed all night sing-
ing. Finally we closed with a prayer.
Then we formed a little line so everybody
could come through and say goodbye.
Some said "Thank you so much," and
others said, "I feel so full, this experience
has given me so much," and some just
burst into tears and hugged us all as
they came through. It was just that kind
of experience where you could feel Hea-
venly Father wanted to embrace each
person completely.

We finished with a gathering at the
end where Jack Corley pointed out that
we had had beginner, intermediate and
advanced seminars. Jim Baughman
taught the advanced workshop; in addi-
tion there was lecture training and those
people really had a deep experience.
There was also a professors' group where

Strong friendships were developed between the staff, and
university professors and students that will last well beyond
the last day's departures.

The hugs of Heaven
In the first group, somehow they had left
before some of us were out to say good-
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Linda Shapiro taught and really gave her
heart. At the end they were told that her
husband had been shot down in Afghan-
istan by former Russian-communists.
They were so moved that she was loving
them, serving them; she had total victory,
loving what could have been her enemy.

Rev. Won Pil Kim came through-it
was wonderful to see him and to feel so
much of Father's concern through him.
He was really so joyful. I couldn't help
but remember that David Ang passed
into spirit world just prior to this work-
shop. Somehow we could all feel what
kind of indemnity took place to bring
about this day, from the blood of the ear-
ly Christian martyrs, to the tears of our
True Parents-this tremendous in-
demnity foundation. That struck me so
much. If we could just believe in that in-
demnity foundation, that is really with
us whatever we do.

March 23 to April 1 there will be a
workshop for high school teachers and
students. I said to Jim Baughman, "This
is like a spiritual goldmine!" He respond-
ed, "No matter how difficult it is to get
there, it is still so wonderful to see and
be a part of." This summer they are go-
ing to have another huge seminar with
students in the Baltics. III

Betsy Jones and her husband FarLey Live
and work in his hometown, East Green-
bush, New York, with their five children.
They are a 777 Couple.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 33

Seven Weeks in the Last
Days of the Soviet Union

ed downtown via the famous Moscow
Metro, built well underground in Stalin's
time to serve as an air-raid shelter as well
as for travel. We emerged from the sub-
way into a blockade of Red Square by
army tanks and soldiers and a large
crowd of people. We could see the walls
of the Kremlin and the steeples of St.
Basil's Cathedral but little more. Surpris-
ingly the atmosphere did not seem tense.
The soldiers were young and, one felt,
not happy to be there. Asked by a report-
er if he would shoot if directed to do so,
one replied, "I'd shoot but I would miss."
We asked questions of a few English-
speaking people, took some photographs
and went on to lunch at Moscow's Me-

Donald's and to the famous Arbat Street
with its artists and craftspeople. After
that and another excursion later that
day, and also the next, we watched CNN
to keep abreast of events from a larger
perspective and saw the rapid failure of
the coup. We left Moscow and the new
friends we had made with mixed emo-
tions, realizing what a difficult course is
still theirs, yet confident that with re-
newed faith in God, and with the teach-
ing of True Parents, a new tomorrow is
assured. III

Therese Stewart is Academic Dean at the
Unification Theological Seminary in Bar-
rytown, New York, where she lives and
works with her husband Ernie and their
son Michael. They are an 1800 Couple. Er-
nie's home state is New York and he went
to the CIS a second time since this article
was written.
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INTERNATIONAL LEADERSHIP SEMINAR IN THE CIS

Seven Weeks in the Last Days
of the Soviet Union

by Therese Stewart

This testimony was written upon the Stewarts' return from the CIS last fall. As we were unable to
print the many testimonies we received at that time, we are including them with the ongoing reports.

As our Aeroflot jet lifted into the
air and the city of Moscow dis-
appeared beneath us last Au-

gust 22, I recalled the "white nights" in
Latvia on our arrival in the Soviet Union
seven weeks before. In some way they
had come to symbolize the whole en-
lightening experience in which the peo-
ple so long behind the "iron curtain" be-
came real people to-my husband and
me and to more than a hundred others
from the United States. (Indeed it was
interesting, several days later, to watch
a video of the film "White Nights.")

In each of four ten-day leadership
seminars in which I served as a group
leader, I came to know six or seven uni-
versity students or teachers quite well.
Except for several outings to Riga, Latvia,
with its twelfth and thirteenth century
buildings, walks in the village of Vecbeb-
ri, our workshop site, and a visit to Mos-
cow, I did not travel widely, yet I came
to appreciate something of the many cul-
tures of the then-Soviet Union. Students
came from the Baltic states, from Moscow
and Leningrad (now St. Petersburg),
from Tver and Tashkent, from Yaroslav,

Kiev and other cities. I was struck by the
vastness of Russia alone which extends
across eleven time zones. I saw the col-
lective farms without fences, old and of-
ten run-down buildings, overripe fields
of grain that would not be harvested,
and in happy relief, an abundance of
flower gardens and many storks, con-
sidered a sign of blessing.

By sharing in small groups after lec-
tures on the existence and nature of God,
the family, the ideal world, human his-
tory and the significance of events in
this century, the beliefs and biases, the
frustrations and hopes of the people
were revealed. At one point a woman in
my group exclaimed, "But you don't
understand the reality of our lives!" She
opened her handbag, took out two small
blue coupons and said, "Do you know
what these are?" Others in the group
looked and nodded; I frowned in curios-
ity and ignorance. She went on to ex-
plain: "Well, this one was for meat in
March and the other was for cooking oil
for April, but," she added, "there was
no meat and there was no cooking oil."
Others added now-familiar stories of

their situations-the endless lines, the
crowded living quarters, working extra
jobs to supplement the meager salaries
of both husband and wife, nutrition-
related health problems of their children,
the isolation from the outside world.
Members of this particular group were
teachers of English in different special-
ized institutes or schools within uni-
versities. They spoke of the difficulty of
teaching the language with minimum
opportunity to meet native speakers of
English or to travel to countries where
the language is spoken. After a trip to
Riga, the mother of a ten-year-old boy
told us that her son had bought ten cans
of evaporated milk there. She explained
that whenever he and his friends see a
line, one immediately joins it-while the
other goes to the head of the line to con-
firm that it is something they need! On
the one hand she admired his initiative,
but she was saddened that he was de-
veloping such a mentality.

As trust developed
Students were often less communica-
tive--it took longer for them to trust

This is her first workshop group (Eugene, Natasha, Anna, Alexey, This second workshop group experienced some tension at first between
Khasanov and Odil) which includes three (on the left) recently the students from the Baltics and from Russia. The agricultural college
baptised Christians and two (on the right) Muslims. where the ten-day workshops were held is in the background.
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A relaxed moment after lunch at the Riga Hotel, Latvia, with the
professors and students. Each group had a day of sightseeing in Riga
where a restored portion of old Riga displays historic buildings,
including churches one thousand years old.

and most were not accustomed to expres-
sing their feelings. They, like their pro-
fessors, were well mannered and well
educated in their specializations. Many
were only children in their families, the
son or daughter of a communist party
member (and therefore privileged to at-
tend university); some had been mem-
bers of Komsomol, the communist youth
party. They asked excellent questions
and took issue with points on which they
disagreed. Their long years of indoctrina-
tion with dialectical thought
was often apparent, for ex-
ample, in their belief in con-
flict as essential to progress.
Many had difficulty dealing
with the notion of a spiritual
world. Few believed in God
or, as far as they understood,
had had any experience of
God. Yet they were open and
willing to entertain the pos-
sibility that God does indeed
exist. As we became acquaint-
ed and as trust developed,
we sometimes discussed
dreams, a somewhat familiar
experience of a dimension
other than the material. In
one instance, when I asked a
young woman if she ever
had dreams, she smiled and
replied, "Just today, when
we were sitting in a circle
discussing the lecture, I sud-
denly remembered that I had had a
dream of this very group two months
ago!" A young woman who had partici-
pated in a seminar in the United States
recalled a dream in which her grand-
mother "came" to her and said, "When
you come back from America you will
be with me." Her grandmother had died
several years earlier so Anna was afraid
it meant that she would die. She asked
others about the dream as if it were
someone else's. Repeatedly she was told
that it meant the person who dreamed it
would die. Still in good health a year
later, she could easily accept the sugges-
tion that, in this dream, dying might
mean adopting a new belief system or
view of life.

As children, a number of the students
had been taught something about God
by a grandmother or some older family
member. Two had been baptized secretly
to avoid the recriminations that resulted
when parents publicly demonstrated
their faith in this way. Eugene was one
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of several who had been baptized recent-
ly. In the course of the ceremony, the
priest consulted the church calendar to
see which "Saint's day" it was and, if ap-
propriate, to give him that name in bap-
tism. To the surprise of Eugene and his
mother, and maybe of the priest as well,
it was the feast-day of St. Eugene! His
mother recalled that when her son was
born she and his father gave him a dif-
ferent name but a week later changed it
when one of them suddenly had a strong

feeling that his name should be Eugene.
They disclaimed any knowledge of a
church calendar or "feast-days" of saints.

Almost every family had a story of an
uncle or grandfather who had died in
the "great patriotic war" as they referred
to World War II, or who had then or lat-
er, under communism, been taken to Si-
beria or disappeared in some mysterious
way. An uncle of one survived seventeen
years in a labor camp and eventually re-
turned to his home. Some had suffered
under both Hitler and Stalin.

Our work as staff was physically and
spiritually demanding, the accommoda-
tions adequate but hardly comfortable,
and the food often unfamiliar and some-
times unappetizing despite the efforts of
a hard-working kitchen staff. Milk, fruits,
and vegetables other than potatoes, were
largely unavailable. (One enterprising
professor and her husband enjoyed an
early morning walk and a glass of fresh
milk with a neighbor and his wife who
had their own cow.) I heard few com-

plaints from Americans about these rath-
er minor inconveniences. It seemed right
that we at least taste what most Soviet
people have experienced for decades.

"I'll be all right"
If I had but one word to describe the
people I met in the then Soviet Union, I
would call them "survivors." This image
emerged in a dream I had halfway
through the summer. In my dream I
looked on horrified as a dark-spirited,

evil-looking man beat a
child of perhaps three
years. Holding her by one
arm, he repeatedly flung
her against the wall which
separated us, an inch-
thick glass wall reinforced
by chicken wire fencing,
as I watched helplessly. I
dropped to my knees and
reached out in a plea for
mercy for the child but he
sneered at me and renew-
ed his efforts. Then sud-
denly the child, now ap-
pearing to be a teenager,
jumped on a bicycle and
rode away, the evil-looking
man close behind and
reaching out to touch her
in an obscene gesture.
Both disappeared but she
returned, now a ruddy-
faced, dark-haired, strong

young woman. She came to the fence
where I stood, placed her hand against
mine, only the chicken wire fence now
separating us-the thick glass had disap-
peared. She smiled as if to say, "Don't
worry about me-I'll be all right."

The morning we were to drive to Riga
and from there travel by train to Moscow,
Mikhail ("Michael of Tula" as he called
himself), brought news of the coup-he
had been listening to an early-morning
newscast. People responded in different
ways, some without surprise, others with
fear and concern for their families. After
considering alternatives, we decided to
go on to Moscow as planned. We travel-
ed through the countryside of Latvia and
then Russia, arriving in Moscow in the
morning. Unable to get a taxi, we took a
tram to the apartment of friends in north-
east Moscow. We were accompanied by
a very kind and helpful off-duty Soviet
Army officer with whom one of the staff
had become acquainted. Later we travel-

CONTINUED ON PAGE 31
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THE PROFESSORS WORLD PEACE ACADEMY (PWPA)

Eastern Europe,
Moral Values, and Democracy

One of the most pressing prob-
lems in this transitional period
of human history is the char-

acter development and transmission of
values to young people. No society can
survive without men and women of
character. In a liberal democracy, the sit-
uation is more complex than in previous
societies because of the difficulty of
teaching values in the public schools.
The collapse of the communist value
system in Eastern Europe has led to a
value vacuum which threatens the frag-
ile fledgling democracies there.

"Value free" education in the West is
aiding the decline of the United States
and is certainly not a model for the for-

by Cordon L. Anderson

and elsewhere.
At the inauguration of PWPA-

International on December 18, 1983,
Reverend Sun Myung Moon stated: "It
is an absolute requirement in this era
that education for the coming genera-
tion be shaped by the firm moral con-
victions of their professors, who must
communicate a clear sense of values.
This must be the basic attitude of educat-
ors. From this point of view, the role of
the professor is the same as that of a
religious leader. We educators must as-
sume the responsibility not only for
transmitting facts, but also for sharing
with our students the meaning and pur-
pose of human life."

TH: -OURTH INTEr NATIONAL C(lNGRESS
OF r ROFESSORS" o-n.o PH ". AC~,)~""r

liberal Dernocrallc Societies
Their Present State and The" Future Prospects

• ::::::L

Rev. Chung Hwan Kwak addresses the Fourth Congress of PWPA, August, 1989, the
theme of which was democracy, just before the visit to Poland to meet with Lech
Walensa. Eastern Europe was then calling for democracy and the conference helped to
examine the potential problems.

mer Soviet Union, the Commonwealth
of Independent States (CIS) to follow. A
better understanding of moral and spir-
itual values in modern society is a cur-
rent focus of the Professors World Peace
Academy (PWPA) in Eastern Europe
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The importance of Reverend Moon's
statement is more clearly understood by
intellectuals in Eastern Europe than
those in the West because they realize
that moral and spiritual values are more
fundamental to the health of a society

than political and economic structure.
The German philosopher Nietzsche,

who foresaw the impending impact of
modernity on the traditional value sys-
tems, stated that we would come to rec-
ognize the value that our traditional val-
ues had when they are gone. The Soviet
Union, which officially replaced tradi-
tional culture with a rationalistic state
ideology, recognized this was a grave
mistake. The Professors World Peace
Academy (PWPA) has sponsored sever-
al events in Eastern Europe aimed at
helping their societies adopt strategies
for the moral education of young people
that will enable the new democracies to
survive and prosper.

The Fourth International Congress of
the Professors World Peace Academy,
held in London, in August 1989, was on
the theme "Liberal Democratic Societies:
Their Present State and Their Future
Prospects." This congress enabled PWPA
leaders to understand more clearly the
important role of values in liberal de-
mocracies.

Thomas Jefferson, one of America's
Founding Fathers, believed that the suc-
cess of the democratic experiment in the
United States rested on the ability of the
private sector to educate its citizens in
moral virtue, civil conduct, and demo-
cratic principles. The private sector has
never completely succeeded in this task.
However, the great religious revivals
that have swept America contributed
greatly to the moral well-being of our
society.

Civil religion vs. value-neutral
education
Public schools became necessary when
the private sector failed to provide all
children with a basic education. From
their inception until the 1950s, the public
schools supported what is now called a
civil religion. The civil religion of Amer-
ica basically consisted in a belief in God
and the morality taught in the Ten Com-
mandments. Most parents, whether
Christian, Jew or Islamic, felt that this
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civil religion supported the values they
were trying to instill in their children.

However, beginning in the 1960s the
civil religion of the United States was
assailed by several groups that were
successful in getting Supreme Court de-
cisions in their favor. In 1963, prayer in
public schools was banned and in 1980
it was forbidden to post the Ten Com-
mandments in schools. Increased sec-
ularization of schools, particularly the
neutrality towards "sexual style" taught
in sex education courses, led many reli-
gious parents to feel the schools were
assailing traditional family values. This
led to a renewed request for parental
choice of schools and tax legislation to
make private schools affordable. Many
analysts linked the decline of America
to the breakdown of the family and the
value neutral approach to education
adopted by the public schools.

The trend toward value free educa-
tion in American schools has been par-
alleled in Australia and Britain. As a
consequence, we approach the end of
the twentieth century with democracy
being hailed around the world but the
education required to maintain democra-

PWPA has sponsored events in EasternEurope to
help their societies adopt strategies for the moral
education of young people so that the new
democracies can survive and prosper.

Helping the underpinnings
The Professors World Peace Academy
has sought to work on the problem of
values education through a number of
projects it has sponsored in Central and
Eastern Europe since 1989. In October of
1989, Reverend Chung Hwan Kwak, in

an interview with Lech Walensa, asked
how the work ethic and problems of al-
coholism would be solved in Poland.
Walensa did not have a clear answer.
On the one hand, he was relying on
freedom and the Catholic Church to
solve the problem. On the other hand, he
knew that the secular criticisms of tradi-
tional religion and religious pluralism
in post-communist Poland would pre-
vent the Catholic Church from establish-
ing a moral monopoly in Poland.

Through the PWPA events in Poland,
Hungary, Czechoslovakia, Romania, Bul-
garia, Russia and the Ukraine over the
following two years, it became clear to
participants that moral education is the
most fundamental component for the
peaceful development of the region. I
received my first glimpse of the attitude
of Russian ideologists when I visited the
Institute of Marxism-Leninism when it
still existed in 1990. I was invited to the
director's office to discuss the formation
of the Professors World Peace Academy

in the Soviet Union. The discussion in-
evitably turned to the question of religion
and the economy. I discussed my person-
al obervations of society in America. I
compared quality of life, taxes, and crime
in material-bent New Jersey to Utah
where the Mormons have established a
strong and responsible family tradition.

Orem and Provo, Utah have been
recommended as "City of the Year" in
the United States. I stated that if the life-
style of unificationists were adopted in
the Soviet Union, it could once again be-
come stronger than the United States.
The director asked me, "How long do
you think that would take?" I ventured
the guess, "Twenty years." He then told
me that the Reverend Moon, who had
been to Moscow for the World Media
Conference, had told them they could
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A highlight of PWPA activities in Russia-one hundred and fifty intellectuals listening to Dr. Richard L. Rubenstein's lecture on
religion and the economy at the University of St. Petersburg's department of philosophy, November, 1991.

achieve superiority in seven years if they
applied themselves. However, I noticed
that while Russian leaders were advocat-
ing such changes by the masses, they
did not appear ready to change their
own personal lifestyle. It was a sign that
great difficulties lie on the road to re-
form in Russia.

A highlight of PWPA activities in Rus-
sia was Professor Richard L. Rubenstein's
November 1991lecture to a hundred and
fifty philosophers and intellectuals in St.
Petersburg, Russia on "Max Weber's

cy seemingly nonexistent. This does not
bode well for the future of democracy
unless a new value-based educational
system, which supports and comple-
ments family, community, national, and
global values can be established.

At this point in time Eastern Europe
is in a better position to adopt a new ap-
proach to moral education because of
the entire collapse of its institutions and
networks of power, networks which
would resist such change in other parts
of the world.
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Critique of Karl Marx and the Relation-
ship of Religion to the Economy." Pro-
fessor Rubinstein explained how Martin
Luther's doctrine of Christian vocation
and the religious psychology of the Cal-
vinists contributed to the respectability
of work and business in Western culture.
It unleashed a tremendous force for ec-
onomic productivity and capital accumu-
lation. Rubinstein also analyzed the pres-
ent productivity of Japan in terms of its
own religious psychology of work.

The Russian philosophers immediate-
ly zeroed in on Professor Rubinstein's
conclusion and its importance for Russia.
They stated, we can not fabricate eight-
eenth century Calvinism artificially in
Russia, nor can we look to the ceremoni-
al Russian Orthodox church to inject
such a work ethic into post-communist
culture. "What can we do?" they asked
rhetorically. While the Russian intellect-
uals may understand the need to restore
moral and spiritual tradition to bring
back health to their society and econ-
omy, they feel powerless to create such a
tradition. They have therefore entered a
period of experimentation in which they
allow all religions to proselytize, hoping
that spiritual competition will lead to

As at the time of the American founding, when great
principles were debated in a civil manner, so too,
great principles are now being debated in the
Commonwealth of Independent States.

of the Syrian Orthodox Church in India,
and a former President of the World
Council of Churches, John MacQuarrie,
Lady Margaret Professor of Theology
Emeritus from Oxford University in
England, Pavel Guerivich, Editor of the
Journal of Philosophy of the Academy
of Sciences of the USSR, Gregory Pome-
rantz, a leading ecumenical philosopher
in Russia, and Alexander Shtromas, one
of the world's most knowledgeable po-
litical scientists on the former Soviet
system.

It was an inspiration simply to see
high ranking Russian officials attending
an event with prominent religious lead-
ers and dissident gulag veterans making
presentations. It was also rewarding to
get an invitation to the Kremlin to dis-
cuss religious policy in the then Soviet
Union.

Professor John MacQuarrie of Oxford University addresses the seminar on Culture and
Religion in Moscow. High-ranking Russian officials hear prominent religious leaders and
dissident gulag veterans making presentations.

PWPA in Moscow
The first major conference of PWPA in
Moscow was held on the theme "Cul-
ture and Religion" between November
21 and 23, 1991, just three months after
the unsuccessful coup attempt. The In-
ternational Religious Foundation co-
sponsored the event by sending several
major religious figures from other coun-
tries to the conference. The event's local
host was the Institute of Philosophy of
the Academy of Sciences of the USSR.

The distinguished participants includ-
ed; Paulos Mar Gregorios, Metropolitan

social renewal.
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The impact of the conference extended
far beyond the actual event. The Institute
of Philosophy translated several of the
papers and printed them in its journal.
Then two major articles appeared in the
Literary Gazette, the most influential in-
tellectual publication in the USSR as well
as the CIS. Irena Aksenova, Secretary
General of PWPA Russia, wrote a col-
umn on freedom which reported on the
PWPA conference. Then in a later article,
which covered a full page as a discussion
between Professor Guerivich and Pro-
fessor Semionov, a leading political econ-
omist, the'conclusions of the conference
were printed.

The Russian authors took the readers
through a series of sophisticated argu-
ments to show that, even though the
economy is devastated, the most impor-
tant task is moral and spiritual renewal
of the people. They quoted statements
from the experts that had attended the
PWPA conference to support their con-
clusions. The Literary Gazette is circulat-
ed throughout the commonwealth. I
learned about the article though an
American who discovered it while at an
ILS workshop in the Crimea. It was

clear that the article had not been print-
ed for our sake, but in the genuine inter-
est of the commonwealth.

Creat principles debated
Teaching values in modern democratic
societies is necessary for their survival.
However, the modern world is full of
apprehension when it remembers the
methods of the Middle Ages, called the
"Dark Ages," or the methods of a Hitler
or a Stalin. Religious, political, and ideo-
logical values cannot be imposed from
above. In a democratic society, they must
reflect consensus from below.

Science, by clarifying the errors of
such monolithic cultures, and by using
methods which were universally valid,
provided the false hope that it would
solve the problems of modern man with
universal knowledge. However, the sci-
entific method, which dissects and iso-
lates its subject matter, led to a fractured
world of knowledge and division.

While it generated a wealth of facts
and stimulated technological invention,
science was unable to provide us with a
unified world view or the purposes for
which its resources could be used. It did,
nevertheless, succeed in exposing errors,
myths, and self-centered purposes in
previous cultures and regimes.

Truth cannot simply be relegated to
science. It was a mistake for the West to
try to jettison its traditional values and
replace them with scientific knowledge.
The reason why the great cultural tradi-
tions have lasted thousands of years is
that they nourished human life. The
teachings of Confucius, the Ten Com-
mandments, and other great moral
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teachings have not been disproven in
thousands of years of application. For
this reason they ought to be presented
with great prestige to modern students.
Education in its true sense is more than
learning facts and techniques, it includes
the wider knowledge of human life that
can be found in Aristotle, the Bible, the
Analects and the Koran.

It also includes openess to new revela-
tion in our own age. Scientific knowledge
may provide correctives to the great tra-
ditions, but these traditions are the in-
herited value systems which provide
the most fundamental truth for our lives.

Democratic societies require leader-
ship which understands the great truth
of human existence. These leaders do a
disservice to their societies if their polit-
ical truths are derived from special in-
terest lobbies or polls. While these pro-
vide some index of one's standing, they
are simply that and no more. In a de-
mocracy, minorities must be respected;
however, values of the majority are to
be the official values of the society, and

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 19
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they must be taught in schools and in-
carnated by the instructors until they
are no longer just majority values.

Minority views and criticisms ought
to be respected and heard through free-
dom of speech, freedom of religion, and
freedom of the press. However, minor-
ity views should not be taught as the
normative views of society. It is the great
truth of life for which we should strive.

It is the responsibility of citizens, for
the sake of the moral development of
their children, to charge their leaders
and teachers with the noble task of teach-
ing and exemplifying the highest values
they can embody. Certainly, competition
for the most noble life is superior to fear
of teaching any value because someone
may oppose it. Men and women of char-
acter must be willing to test and defend
their ideas in the public square. Men
and women of character must stand up
for civil conduct toward other citizens,
whether they are proven to be right or
wrong. Great truths and great people
are remembered and quoted by posterity.

Dr. Gordon Anderson is secretary-general
of the Professors World Peace Academy
and is presently working in his hometown
of St. Paul, Minnesota.

It is these truths and people, not a new
law or policy of the government, which
will determine the ability of a civiliza-
tion to rise and last.

The depths to which the former Soviet
empire fell make the need for eternal
values most apparent. Therefore it has
been a great joy for scholars seeking the
highest standards to attend the PWPA
conferences in Eastern Europe. As at the
time of the American founding, when
great principles were debated in a civil
manner, so too, great principles are now
being debated in the Commonwealth of
Independent States. I look forward to
the continued participation of the Pro-
fessors World Peace Academy in this
process and hope that it can make a pos-
itive effect on democratic societies
throughout the world. III

self when you get up in the morning; "It's another day, but
I'm going to tackle it with true love. I'm just going to love this
world up so that they will realize the value of true love. I'm
going to glorify God." That's the kind of thinking that I want
all of you to develop.

Living examples of true love
Today is True Parents' birthday. Our True Parents are the par-
adigm of true love, they are the living examples of true love.
Because we have Divine Principle, we know what we have to
do and we have True Parents showing us how to do it-how
to become that true son, that true daughter of our Heavenly
Father. All of you here in this room are so important for the dis-
pensation. Don't feel like you're lost in a crowd; Father has his
eyes on each and everyone here, like the way I can see you now.
He knows what you're doing. All can be seen and I am just
standing a couple of feet above you. How much more God
can see, way up in the sky, all around us, our ubiquitous Lord.

On this day when we celebrate we have to remember what
True Parents are: that they are the first perfected man and wom-
an; the ones who practice a consistency of truth and deed, the
champions of true love, the ones who glorify our Lord by tru-
ly liberating Him. Those are the words we have to think about
every morning.

Let's dedicate this day to True Parents and let's work hard
together with our True Parents. In that way we have a common
denominator. We are all one in the Lord, one in our True Par-
ents. We are one family, brothers and sisters that make up a
true world. Do you understand?

Those who pledge to dedicate themselves with a true heart-
istic connection to True Parents through their daily efforts of
prayer and hard work, please raise your hand. Thank you very
much. III

(Edited for Today's World)

come to realize Father's wisdom in choosing such a husband
for me. I am not such a difficult person to live with and I'm
not perfect either, so we are growing together and together
we become more unified.

When you're growing, suffering and receiving a lot of per-
secution in school, I know it can be so tough for you blessed
children. However, think about your older brothers and sis-
ters. Think of YeJin Nim. how difficult it must have been to
marry someone younger than her. For some women that's an
issue. Think how difficult it must have been for Hyo Jin Oppa,
to marry someone whom he didn't even know; she's like his
kid sister. And myself who felt that I married a dead fish. It
wasn't easy for Hyo Jin Nim all the way to Kook Jin Nim, in
fact we have nicknames for everyone within the family (which
I will refrain from speaking in public). One thing as blessed
children: you have to follow in absolute obedience, no matter
how ugly your husband is, no matter if he's shorter than you,
less educated than you, or has less faith in True Parents than
you. Ultimately, you are the key that will make him whole.

If he's less faithful, make him more faithful; if he's ugly,
dress him up so he looks decent. If a woman doesn't smell so
nice, you buy her perfume and tell her, "Oh! you're so beauti-
ful, but just brush your hair this way. Oh! you're going to be a
true beauty." If you approach it that way, your wife is going
to say, "For the sake of my husband I'll do it," Or the husband,
"For the sake of my wife I'll do it." That's the kind of loving
relationship I would like to see in all of you, in blessed chil-
dren, especially the younger ones here. You have to promise
me that you will keep your three no-no's, okay?

What is your name? You look like you're going to be a fu-
ture athlete. You have to be pure minded, always remind your-
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The Most Precious Is True Love
by Yanampe Kosongo

Yanampe is from Zaire and he joined the church there in 1977. He gave this morning service while a
student at the Unification Theological Seminary in Barrytown, New York.

day a car stopped in
front of the center as I
was walking along the
street, and I came back
to ask the driver what
he was looking for. He
was delivering a spe-
cial package of papers
from the Seminary for

me. I had been planning to go down-
town, but I had to come back to see my
central figure and find out what the plan
would be. Sometimes God acts in that
way.

When we feel we are very qualified
for something, feeling proud or ar-
rogant about something, that is not the
point when God is going to act. With
such an attitude, we can do everything
externally but nothing will happen. How-
ever, when we can get to the point where
we can think, maybe I am not the one
God wants there, maybe there is some-

"And if I have the gift of prophecy and know all myster-
ies and all knowledge, and if I have all faith so as to re-
move all mountains but do not have love, I am nothing.
And if I give all my possessions to feed the poor and if I
deliver my body to be burned but do not have love, it
profits me nothing." I Corinthians 73:2-3

If I feel like somebody destroyed me, if I feel like
somebody is my enemy, that is the person I should
go to, because through that person I can get a
drop, a spark of heavenly love.

thing I need to change-in such a setting
God is going to provide something.

Today the most important thing to me
is not knowledge. When I was between
fifteen and twenty I was so excited about
learning things. I thought maybe I would
get four or five different Ph.D.'s. I was
thinking that, international law would
be good, education would be good. My
brother-in-law got his Ph.D. in political
science, and when he got it there was
such a big impact on the nation. So I
thought, yes, I could go for that, too.
What was I going to do? I felt like every-
thing attracted me. But God had a differ-
ent answer for me. When I turned twenty
I met the family and studied the Prin-
ciple. From there my life went in a dif-
ferent direction.

My cousins and relatives received
Ph.D.'s and have high positions in socie-

Inmy mission in Zaire, most of the
time I had to travel and visit broth-
ers and sisters in very humble con-

ditions. Even when I can enjoy the best
meal in America, I think back to when
we had to live on very, very poor meals,
but still enjoyed them. Members get up
every morning, go out to witness or work
on some of our farms there, and come
back and try to do something else. I can-
not be disconnected from that. I am al-
ways thinking about them.

A few times I have had people ask
me what I am planning to do next. Once
you start learning, you feel like learning
more. After studying here one year, tak-
ing several courses, I find in myself a lot
of interest in seeking to understand more
deeply a few things. However, there is
the reality of the field. People are out
there in confusion. They need direction,
and somebody has to stand and give it.
Especially now that we have a few small
churches in Zaire that want to be affili-
ated with our church, all these ministers
need some training. It is not just provid-
ing Divine Principle lectures, but they
really also need to see ways in which
they can take better care of their own con-
gregations and invest themselves toward
higher purposes.

Humility, God acts
For me, coming to the Seminary has been
kind of a struggle, but more than that it
has been the expression of love. When I
was expecting to come to the Seminary,
thinking maybe I could be qualified to
come, God never allowed me to come
here. But when I got to the point of think-
ing maybe God doesn't want me to go
there, maybe it's not somebody like me
that God wants there, getting ready to
do other things, the invitation came. One
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ty. I can also feel that at the same time
they have a very narrow mind. They are
busy thinking about how much more
money they can make. It is a big strug-
gle, because right now there is an econo-
mic recession in Zaire, and it is not easy.
Some businesses are losing money, so
they are feeling like the world is turning
against them.

The people I visited and tried to nur-
ture in the Principle have been writing
to me. It is not so cheap to send a letter
over here. When I receive letters each
month, I feel I did not waste my time.

I am doing my field work at the State
University of New York at Albany. My
focus is not just to display my knowledge
of biblical studies but to try to see how
much I can express my love, how much
attention and care I can give to people.
Even if we just stay friends that is no
problem. Good friends can be very pre-
cious. If people can feel something from a

relationship, they can do something for
somebody else, and that is one way of
improving the world.

Only when uncomfortable
Whatever gifts I have, the basic thing is
how much I can experience true love,
God's love. When the time comes for us
to go to the spirit world, there is nothing
else we can take with us but true love.
The only thing we can have at that point
and forever is our experience of God's
love. We don't get this love when we
have a comfortable situation. We get
much of that in relationship with some-
body who we feel is our enemy, some-
body with whom it is very tough to get
along with, someone we dislike. There
is where we can find and experience
God's love.

In an international context such as
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here at the Seminary, I think God is put-
ting us in a situation where we can see
ourselves for what we are. If we cannot
go forward, we can feel how much we
need to overcome our internal barriers,
learn to love without condition, learn to
be available to the most prominent per-
son as well as the most humble person
in the community. We shouldn't keep
double standards and think we are go-
ing the path of heaven. We should have
one single, clear standard for everyone,
everything. This takes a lot from us, be-
cause we are not those original sons and
daughters of God. We have to struggle
with a lot of feelings, with a lot of ob-
stacles within ourselves, with false per-
ceptions.

Sometimes we know a lot of words
that Father said which make us feel com-
fortable, and then whenever we have an
argument with somebody we bring them
up. There are many, many other words
which Father said that we have a hard
time relating to, and we don't remember
those. This way of acting just blocks our
growth. When I read Father's speeches,
I look for words I have a tough time re-
lating to, because then I am offered a
chance to grow. I need to grow. I don't
want to be the same individual when
God's Day comes next year. I want to be
a different person-even if it is just a lit-
tle thing that changes in me towards the
direction of true love, that is very pre-
cious. True love goes where I don't want
to go as a fallen person. That is where it
wants me to go. Of course, if I can really
push myself to go, God will be there. It
is so important for us to think about that.

Those "other" words
Acquiring knowledge is good. Being
able to give prophecies is good. Being
able to quote Father in your conversa-
tions and all that kind of thing is very
good. However, is what you quote the
only thing Father said? Is what Father
said that which can make you grow?
That is the big question we have to deal
with every day. Our mentality as fallen
people is to focus on what Father said
that can make us feel comfortable. Such
things we can always remember. How-
ever, there are many, many other things
that Father said to us that we have not
been able to accomplish, that we have
not been able to make concrete in our
lives. Whenever we come across those
words in a speech, our eyes don't want
to look at those words. However, I think
that if we want to grow and inherit the
most precious thing in the universe,
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"True love goes where I don't want to go as a fallen person. That
is where it wants me to go."

there is no other
way to go. We
have to face our-
selves, we have
to really push
oursel ves in the
most difficult sit-
uations. If I feel
like somebody
destroyed me, if
I feel like some-
body is my en-
emy, that is the
person I should
go to, because
through that per-
son I can get a
drop, a spark of
heavenly love.

When we
speak about
brothers and sis-
ters, I see the
drug addicts on
the streets of
Brooklyn, I see
terrorists in Tripo-
li, Libya. Those
are also my
brothers and sis-
ters. It is so true
that sometimes
God brings the
person who can
seem the most
strange to us to
help us in certain
situations. Every day we have to think,
if my life were to stop at this point, what
kind of inheritance can I get from the
universe? What can I claim in the face of
eternity? The answer is the experiences
we have with God's love on our spiritual
journey as we march towards Canaan.
That is why it is important to go beyond
ourselves. It is easy to fall into traps of
thinking it's easy to relate to this person
because we speak the same language
and come from the same country. It's
true, but if we are going to make it to
Canaan it will not be in that way. We
have to go beyond that.

We are offered the opportunity to go
beyond our own culture, our own feel-
ings-to learn to really become a new
person, to learn to relate to both the top
and bottom of the society. If there is some-
thing we are going to take with us, broth-
ers and sisters, it is only our experience
of love. If it is true love, we can See God
and dwell in His presence forever. The
farther our experiences stray from God's
love, the farther we are going to be from

God and True Parents.
It is very important that we don't keep

deceiving ourselves through selecting
only what makes us feel comfortable.
As we look for what makes us feel lost
or meaningless, there the deepest experi-
ence of God comes, and there we achieve
the most fundamental purpose of our
existence. As we study, we need to re-
member that the most precious of all is
our experience of true love. Even if we
have to wash dishes, or somebody asks
us to help with this or that, we have to
remember this focus. For generations to
come, the most precious thing is our in-
vestment of true love. That is something
we can be most proud of. On that we
can stand forever and ever. III

Yanampe Kosongo was in the 6000 Cou-
ples Blessing in 1982 and is in the process
of returning to Zaire, having graduated
from the Unification Theological Semi-
nary in Religious Education last summer.
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Rev. Sun Myung Moon
March I, 1992

You must testify clearly. Youhave to
save your country. It is your country!
Shimjung-authority of heart is what
you are given. This is what the blessed

couples exist for. If we don't do this,
we are not Iiving our mission.


